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IBig

Wallace Is Elected

Farm Bureau Head

GREAT SUCCESS
!

Catlithumpian
Event, Htadad By
Doughton, U Mcatinf With Approval Among Business Man.

'

will be the best ever!"

That's the prediction that W. H.
Doughton makes of the big Callithum-pia- n
parade, that will be staged July
4th in connection with the celebration
tnat will be held in Clovis under the
auspices of the American Legion,
Mr. Doughton was appointed as
chairman of the parade committee of
the Chamber of Commerce, to
with the Legion, and has been
tireless in his efforts to put the parade over in great shape.
Practically every business house in
Clovis, and many individuals will take
part In the parade, Mr. Doughton
says, and the plan is meeting with
enthusiasm at every hand.
Three bands will take part in the
parade, and the parade promises to
be "something different," according
to Mr. Doughton.

WE

J. A. Wallace of Clovis was elected
president of the Curry County Farm
Bureau for the coming year, in the
final ballot which was counted Monday afternoon.
Other 'officers were: vice president, E. Witherspoon, Bellview; secretary, A. L. Dickey, Clovis; execu
tive committee, R. A. Carter, Grady j
Robert Hall, Bellview; J. W. Manning
Hollene; and John F. Smithson,
Grady.
The final membership drive of the
Farm Bureau is going forwnrd rapidly
and the new officers start out in an
organization that is more than 350
strong.

12.00 PER YEAR

EIGHTEEN PAGES.

Kiwanis Club and Johnson's
Bund ball teams are scheduled for
another game Friday of this week.
Ea.-side feels assured of victory and
the game promises to be a good one.
Mr. Bishop, manager of the Kiwanis
team, in addition to promising not to
i. as frequently as he did in the prrous guine, promises to have a
stronger team than before as his
Mr.
crowd has been practicing.
Johnson says he is willing to trust
the laurels of the musicians with his
old team and is confident of another
victory.

The grain dealers of Clovis held a
meeting Tuesday and decided to contribute toward dragging the Grady

..-

FREE CAMP GROUND
ATTRACTS MANY TOURISTS

ENTERTAINED BIG
CROWD AT PICNIC

Two Young Boys
Burglarize Store
Roberts-Dearborn-

e

Hardware

Co.

Road.

The three elevators, Lane & Sons,
Western Elevator Company, and Cra
mer Mill and Elevator Company, will
contribut (HO each to the Chamber
of Commerce for that purpose and
Secretary Jones was! Instructed to
start dragging at once and keep it
going as fat as the funds would permit.
The Grady road carries more heavy
traffic than any road in Curry County
or for that matter, more than any
road In New Mexico east of the Rio
Grande River, and it is the main
artery for the enormous crop of wheat
which will be raised in northern Curry
County this year.
The State Highway Commission has
the plans completed and the Federal
Government has approved same but
the State Highway Engineer after a
consultation with Lieutenant Govern- nL..,..t1,
..... r w tu- nf
u.v.
.,v,....v.., a.,a
contract at this time as the construe
tion work would interfere with the
grain hauling. Jus as soon as the
grain movement is out of the way, the
bids will be asked and the work will
probably be done during the winter
or spring.

cartridges, razors, knives, etc. When
City Policeman Sadler was notified
of the burglary he had little trouble
in locuting the stolen property and
the boys confessed.
Judge Bralton gave the older boy
a suspended sentence of one year in
the reform school and a severe reprimand as he admitted to influencing
the younger boy into the trouble.
The boys entered the store by
br(.ak:nK awimIow glass at the rear
of the building.

HARRISON IS OFFICIAL
Dr. Howard Dennis returned the
OF BANKERS ASSOCIATION latter part of last week from Chicago
where he has just graduated from
C. W. Harrison, president of the Chicago I'niversity.
Dr. Dennis has
First National Bank of Clovis, was contracted for one year with the Los
of the Pan- Angeles County Hospital of Los
elected
handle Bankers Association, which Angeles, Calif., and will assume the
adjourned Wednesday after a three duties of his position on July 1st. This
days' session at Lubbock, Texas.
is one of the largest hospitals In the
Bunkers from Clovis who attended United States and Dr. Dennis is to be
the association were Mr. Harrison, congratulated on being named for
S. A. Jones, S. J. Boykin and Alex work In this institution where he will
Shipley.
gain much valuable experience durThe next annual convention of the ing the coming year.
association will be held in Amarillo.
MATTRESS BURNED
BUT HOUSE SAVED

CHAMBER NAMES

fire alarm was turned in from
200 South Thornton Street Saturday
night. The only damage done was a
mattress burned. The house was oc
cupied by C. C. Baca and the family
returned home at midnight after be
Chairman Cramer Announces
to Take up Important Work ing away all day and found a mat
tress burning on the bed. The fire
' ' of Chamber of Commerce
is supposed to have originated from
Mr. W. B. Cramer, chairman of mice and watches.
the committee on committees of the
W. S. LEE HAS BOUGHT
Clovis Chamber of Commerce, has
MASTERSON STORE
direct-.i
recommended to the board of
that the- following members of the
W. S. Lee has recently purchased
Chamber of Commerce constitute the the. stock of goods of the Masterson
designated permanent committees set
Mercantile Co., and assumed charge
out below.
of the business this week. Mr. MasTourUt Camp Ground Committee
terson did not sell his building, but
Dr. A. L. Dillon, chairman; Hugh Mr. Lee will conduct the business in
Reese.
M.
O.
W. Williams,
the same location on South Prince
Highway Committee
Mr. Lee was, until a few
Street.
Bert Curless, chairman; Wallace months ago, with Sullivan Grocery
Austin, C. V. Kellcy.
Company.
Sanitary Committee.
J.
chairman;
L.
C.
McClcllan,
Dr.
SWIMMING POOL WILL
B. McGhee, Mrs. E. R. Cassell, Mrs.
OPEN NEXT WEEK
E. M, Chapman, F. E. Sadler, G. A.
G. W. Chalfant, who is erecting a
Fuller.
Sidewalks.
natatorium on Axtell and Otero, an
A. B. Austin, chairman; Louis P. nounces that the pool will be opon
next week.
J. Masterson, W. F. Swart
Com-mitta- et

'

was huiginrir.ed Surday night by two
small boys who. gave their ages to
Judge Bra'ton aa eleven and six years. STORES WILL CLOSE AT
NOON JULY 4th AND
They appropriated a liberal supply of

largo crowd attended the Grady
picnic Wednesday and all were royi.1-l- v
A fine dinner was
entertained.
served at 'noon ar.d several bnbnlt
names furnished amusement for the
crowd. The Farm Bureau program
was an especially attractive part of DR. HOWARD DENNIS
the day's program.
COES TO LOS ANGELES
A

A

Ball Club Appeals
For Local Support LEGION PLANS
2 ORDINANCES
Clovis citizens who are backing the
NOm STUNTS

CITY DADS PASS

IMPROVE

Local Elevator Man Take Initiative
and Donate Toward Repairing
Moat Important Highway.

Tho

'
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ROAD TO GRADY

Ray Price, proprietor of the City
Garage, has made a decided success
of the free camp ground for tourists
that he established several weeks ago
camp
Mr, Price has provided
his
ground with every convenience and
even goes so far as to furnish the
visitors with free fuel. That tourists
appreciate the courtesy is attested by
AND
MUSICIANS
KIWANIANS
,
TO PLAY AGAIN FRIDAY the fact that an average of ten campers daily are stopping at the grounds,

GRADY

Paner of IT. S. Land Office

CelelbratioE Program Completed.

PARADE WILL BE

"It

Official

6th

In order to accommodate the shoppers who will be in Clovis during the
celebration, the stores of the city will
be open until noon on the 4th and
rth of July, according to Felix
Man-del-

l.

PROMINENT RANCHER DEAD
J. C. Core, prominent ranchman of
Tolar, N. M., died at the Baptist Hospital Saturday morning of injuries
received when he fell from a windmill on his ranch. Burial tool: place
in Shamrock, Texas, Monday afternoon.

Procadura for Financing Paving it local basebull club are making an
appeal for support in this issue of the
Baing Put Through. Bonds Can
News, which will be of interest to all
t Paid in Tan Installments.
the loyal fans of the community.
This statement shows clearly the
In this issue of the News will be
found the full text of tho paving value of a good live baseball team in
ordinances passed Monday night by Clovis, and how essential it is that
the City Council. One ordinance pro the team be supported.
Many baseball enthusiasts believe
vides for the issuance of paving certificates which are issued to the that Clovis has the material for a
paving company. By the provisions winning team, and their record of
of the ordinance the city collects the winning 11 out of IS games is not a
installments and places the money to bad one.
Clark, pitcher, of Floydada, joined
the credit of a paving fund which is
used to redeem the paving certifi the teum today and is performing in
Talbot of
cates. The procedure is a little dif- the game with Koswell.
ferent from that adopted for the Roswell and Kerr, shortstop from the
North Main
Street paving, but Western Association, have also been
substantially
the same added to the lineup.
umounts to
thing and the plan enabled the pav
ing company to find a more ready EDITOR JACK HULL TO
LEAVE ABOUT JULY 10th
sale for the bonds as they are is
and
$.100
of
in
amounts
equal
sued
J. R. Hull, editor of the Journal,
all due at regular stated intervals.
will leave July 10th for New York
The property owner is thoroughly
from which place he will sail shortly
protected and no lot owner is re
to assume his duties as secretary
sponsible for the delinquency of lifter
to the governor of Porto Rico. Mr.
another.
Hull had planned to leave the latter
The other ordinance provides for part of the week but his trip is postponed ten days on account of sailing
rropeny owner. dates being changed.
been completed.
can divide their assessments into ten
annual payments bearing interest at
eight per cent or can pay all cash and
thereby obtnin a discount of nine per
cent. The first installment will be
payable in tl.lrty days after the pasr tdlnance,
su g-

!'"

2000 SINGERS

-

VISIT HOLLENE

f:

Chamber of Commerce
With
Men to Make
Program Beet Ever.
The stage Is set for the biggest
celebration ever held on the plains,
and Clovis is making preparations to
take care of the visitors, according
to officials of the American Legion,
who are fostering the Independence
Day festivities for July 4th and 6th.
The Chamber of Commerce, cooperating with the service men, has
arranged for the big free barbecue,
which will be held at noon, on July
4th on the grounds north of the Court
House. A contract has been closed
with Stricklin and Highfill to barbecue and serve ten fat steers for the
occasion, and to furnish the "fixins."
Business men and local organizations are enthusiastically making their
plans to enter the big Calllthumplan
parade, and it promises to be
scream. Three bands will take part
'
in this parade.
Johnson's Band has been engaged
for both days and will furnish music
throughout tho celebration.
Following the parade each day a
ball game will be staged, and on July
4th patriotic addresses will be delivered on the Court House lawn, beginning at 10:30. .
Each afternoon twelve big rodeo
and auto racing stunts will be held.
The rodeo promises to be the big- -

HIGHFILL AND STRICKLIN
Fourteenth Singing Convention
.
.
r . wi
l
'
WILL PREPARE BARBECUE
miwi nrounii,
iracia v isuora rur
Meet at Bellview Next.
have
Th'1 finnncial arrangements
More than 2,000 people, many of
been completed for the big barbecue
from Texas counties attended
them
4th
July
Clovis
on
in
that will be held
the 14th meeting of the Curry CounLe
American
with
the
in connection
ty Sinking Convention which was held
The Chamber of at Hollene last Sunday. The school
gion celebration.
Commerce at a director's meeting building was crowded) to capacity,
Monday let the contract to Harry and many were unable to get standing
Highfill and W. D. Stricklin to bar IOOI.'..
becuc the beeves for the occasion
Special features of the convention
The barbecue will be 'served just were the songs by the Texico and
noi lh of the court house where large Clovis quartettes.
tables will be provided and visitors
The meeting voted unanimously in
will be served bread, coffep and the
favor of the organization of the big
best cooked meat ever served in this
Plateau Singing Convention, which
section.
will include more than 40 counties in
New Mexico and Texas.
The next convention will be held at
1 Bellview on the third Sunday in
August.
,

PROGRAM
AMERICAN LEGION CELEBRATION

.

V,.l

a long time. J. T. Mc- ....
piainsnian, win nave
charge of the affair, which will be
held on the afternoon of each day,
and he guarantees that It will be
real western showing.
Following the rodeo the
Ford "scamper" will be held, and this
will be followed by the big
race., Three local cars which have
been rebuilt espec ally for thU race
will be entered and thero will likely
lie several others. Ample purses will
be offered on all these events
ample
enough to insure an interesting pro
gram. The big race on July 6th will
be HO miles instead of 30.
A squad of Legion men are busy
on the track and will hnve it in good
shape for the races.
The fireworks display, which will
be held at the ball park, Is another
event to be placed in the superlative
.class. The Legion program commit
tee has spared no expense in securing
KIWANIANS TALK
OF CITY IMPROVEMENTS the necessary fireworks to keep the
sky illuminated for an hour.
A. W. Hoekenhull wus the principal
Each day's festivities will be closed
speaker at the Kiwanis Club lunch- with a grand ball at the
Elka
Mr. Hoekenhull
eon Wednesday.
spoke of Clovis' development In the
It is not possible, according to Le- way of public improvement in the gion members, to give
a detailed ac
pnst few years. Mr. Hoekenhull was count of the program.
However, It
who
A.
L.
Dillon,
Dr.
by
followed
is announced that both days will be
gave a list of the new buildings aside Mhd with
entertainment.
Comic
from residences, that have been erect- stunts by Legion members
will be
ed during the past two years.
sandwiched in between tho big acta
City M'ana(L.r Oscar Dobhs made or tho program and there
will be
a short tu!; on sidewalks and paving something doing every minute
of the
and outlined the naving done and time.
some that would possibly be asked for
The celebration is being widely ad
by property owners during the com vertised, and th
events will bring
ing year.
contestants and v:'iors from all over
The sidewalk committee? will re- the plain? to'-- i. ,
port at the next meeting of the club.
WON SERIES FROiv: SI
TON
PROFESSIONALS TROUNCED
AND LOST TO ROSWELL
BY BUSINESS MEN 17 TO 8
C'.ovi won ill.: first of the series
Approximately $28 was raised for from Slaton, on the local diamond
the band fund of the Chamber of Sunday afternoon by a score of 12
Commerce at the ball game Tuesday to 4. The second game, scheduled for
afternoon, and incidentally the busi Monday afternoon, was called on acness men defeated the professional count of rain.
men by a score of 17 to 8.
The locals journeyed to Roswell for
Yost on' the mound for the bus! a
e
series Wednesday and
ness men proved too much for the Thursday,
Report was received last
professionals, and neither side played night that Roswell took the first of
airtight ball. However, the loyal fans the series by a score of 12 to 5.
enjoyed it, and are unanimous in pro
nounring it a good game,
REMARKING HIGHWAY
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30-mi-

Audi-toriu-

t

July 4th
Big Calithunipinn Parade.
Baseball (lame nt Hall Park North of

)::!0
1():::0

Alain

Street.

Patriotic
Lawn.

10:4"

Addresses,

Court

House

Pip; Free Parheeiie, north of Court
House, plenty of eats for all.
1:45 Hip Kodeo and Auto Races. 12 big
stunts, plenty of amusements between

12:1.")

'

nets.
8:00 Fireworks Display. Pall Park Plenty
of Fireworks for an Hour's display.

Grand Ball, Elks Auditorium.

9:00

July 5th
Big Parade.

9:n0

two-gam-

lOrlJQ-BallG- amc.

11:00

Attractions on Main Street by Legion

Members.
1:45

Kodeo and Auto Races. 12 Big Stunts

Auto Race,

with

Purser.
8:150

.

Final Ball, Elks Auditorium.

i

additional

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Curless were
Amarillo visitors the first of the week.
They made the trip to Amarillo to
The paving crew will finish the mark the Abo Highway over a new
work of surfacing West Crand Ave route in Randall county. Owing to tho
nue this week and thus add two more rain they were compelled to return
blocks to the number of streets paved. home by train.

WEST GRAND AVENUE
TO BE COMPLETED SOON

t

TtfE CIOVIS

EDWARD L. MANSON
Editor and Publiihtr
Entered at the postoffice at Clovis,
ai second class matter
nndtr the act of March 3, 1S79.
New Mexico,

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One Year
...2.00
il.oO
Bix Months
Representative
ASSOCIATION

WlS

J

KEEP IT UP.
campaign, started by
The clean-uthe Chamber of Commerce, the Clovis
Civic Ciub, and the city officials, is
going ahead rapidly.'- Already tne
streets and alleys of the
distr'ct fhow a decided improvement,
and the residence districts are making
an effort to clean up.
campaign every season
A clenn-udoes little good, and a campaign each
month does little better if the citizens
do not keep it up.
The only way to make such a campaign really worth while is to really
cleim up the city, and then keep it
clean.
A committee of efficient workers
can do a whole lot toward making the
city appear ns it should, hut their
work is in vain if th'y arc not backed
ry citizen of CloviK.
up by
Let's clean up and keep it up.
down-tow-

n

The

Wondintf
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THE

RANCHVALE RUMORS

T. T. MAXEY

MOST

POWERFUL
MOTIVES.

LOCO-

time of thels completion, th
used for hauling th
lung, heavy ennl and other trains over
the steep railroad grades In the mountains of Virginia were the most powerful in the world.
The enormous sire, weight and power of these leviathans of the rail are
positively astounding.
Each engine
(and tender) weighs almost 900,0(10
pounds, Is considerably more than 100
feet In length, has 20 driving wheels,
exerts a
Is tired by machinery,
straightaway pull of 178,000 pounds
and, 'tis said, will haul any load that
the coupling pin will hold.
The boilers of these giants on wheels
are about 0 feet In diameter. Each
boiler contains 881 two and a quarter-Inc- h
tubes, which, placed end to end,
would reach almost two miles; also
floes, having a total
seventy SVi-ln- h
length of more than a quarter of a
mile. The Ore boxes are IS feet long
and 9 feet wide.
The shipment of these large locomotives from the point of construction
to the point of service presented an
unusually peculiar and difficult problem requiring great care and attention,

the
ATlocomotives

"The census also reveals 14,000,-nu- o
less hogs than the government's
estimate, having found only 59,000,-00pigs on farms, or 19 per cent less
than the department's estimate of
72,000,000. The steady decline in the
the number of cattle since the census
is nearly 18 per cent slaughtered
for the reason that the tracks and
during the last eleven and a half bridge of the various railroads over
which tliey had to move were not, In
months."
all euses, built to withstand such treWe repair all kinds of furniture at mendous weights. They were shipped
knocked-dowcondition
Clovis Shoe Hospital, West Grand In a partially
and approximately two weeks were reAvenue.
quired to iimvn them from Schenectady,
I'Vm.K' IMI'KOVEMENTS
Three
N. V., to l'rlneeton, W. Va.
oars were necessary to carry the loose
Iiidii'at'i'iis are that the score or
snd delaehed parts belonging to aaeh
more blocks of paving being put in
locomotive,
now will be supplemented by more
just as- son as this is completed and
in all pi nkability within a year Clovis
will have many of its principal resiCLAUD NOTES
dence sheds paved as well as the
sidebusiness section. Many miles of
walks will also be constructed if the
Mr. and Mrs. John Wcstfall IwTd
present campaign brings the results
family
tire visiting in Amarillo.
it should. Sidewalks ami peving will
Mr. and Mrs. Win. Kreitzborg enstep
a
and
delivery
mail
city
mean
tertained at dinner Sunday, Mr. and
cityward for ( lov s.
Mrs. Charles Biilcr, and family, and
Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Smith and
Clovis and l urry County has in
family.
times gone by be.n confronted with
Misses Kemn and Mabel Weslfnll,
serious coal famines. It is impossible
and Beatrice Johnson had a
Eunice
enough
in
conl
put
dealers
coal
t'i
for
picnic at the trees Wednesday.
All
during dimmer months to provide for
the girls wore soldier uniforms Bnd
winter use unless a portion of the
enme horseback. It was a bachelor
consumers buy their conl during the
girls picnic.
summer when it is available and cars
Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Pattison and
The country is full
ore plentiful.
family spent Sunday with relatives
of coal cars now but this winter there
is one thing and
in Clovis.
may be a different problem. There
Mrs. Everett Johnson will entertain
Artistically
Designed
be
will
in little liklihood that there
the Outlook Club this Wednesday
a reduction in freight rales in time
A Jvertiiin
Mr. Dean Pattison has returned
to affect this winter's coal prices.
is another. We specialize in
from a short visit in Las Vegas.
Help the coal dealer and primarily
the kind that will
the latter
Claud had another rain Monday.
help yourself by buying your coal
letterheads,
make
your
station'
A number from here attended the
now for winter use.
ery and advertising matter a
singing convention at Hollcne last
credit to your business. Q See
Sunday.
LESS
us the next time you need
IN
There is a large amount of sod
1900
CATTLE THAN
something in the printing tine.
being broken in and around Claud
Chicago, June 19. The number of
now.
cattle for each hundred persons in the
County Commissioner John Man- less than
United States is
nign of Hoi lone was in Clovis Mon
in 11)00, the sheep supply is reduced
PHONE 97 .
day.
wh le the number
nearly
0

at Clovis. Among them weie Willie
Johnston and wife.
is freighting
Willie Johnston
lumber from Clovis to build a houte.
Having sold their rooming house at
Clovis Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Dethrnge
are taking a vacation with relatives
here.
E. W. Leach returned the last of
the week from a business trip to the
Hawaiian Islands.
The barn, containing corn and other feed, and some stacks of bundle
feed, belonging to Mr. Rutherford
near Jones school house was burned last Tuesday.
Mrs. Ollie Youngblood of Lefors,
Texas, is visiting friends here.
Reid Isler and family and Miss
Alice Crecelius were
shopping at
Clovis Thursday and Friday.
They
spent Thursday night at the Blair
Rooming house.
The seven year old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Art Smith is in the Baptist Hospital at Clovis, having underwent an
operation for appendicitis Saturday-night- .

.

America

My-rie-

Ofiicial Paper of Curry County

Fotriffn AHvtniffing
rTHE AMERICAN

of hogs is 41 per cent smaller, according to figures compiled from the federal census reports by Heibert
a farm expert.
Declaring rtiis "alarming shortness"
is such as to furnish a meat supply
only about half at great for each person as formerly, Mr. Myric said that
"the decline in prices to producers U
so utterly unjustified as to constitute
the gravest economic crime ever perpetrated on the farmers."
Meat Imports Increased.
Other figures were given to show
that 20 per cent of the meat was exported during the fiscal year, while
imports totalled 175,000,000 pounds
of fresh meats, or nearly four times
us much as two or three years ago.
Mr. Myric charged that the United
States government has underestimated the number of sheep and swine and
declared that the department's estimate for January, 1920, was In error
28 per cent, as he said that the census
found 34,900,000 sheep, compared to
the government'i estimate of 48,000,-00-

NEVIS,

t

'

StickingType

ONE-THIR-

Another fine rain Monday evening.
getting plenty of rain now
since it got started.
Lee Gaw entertained a few friends
Sunday at an ice cream dinner.
Our attendance at Sunday school
last Sunday was light and quite a few
went to the singing convention at
Hellene.
We hear that Mr. Sharp, who is
an old Ranchvalite, but moved to
Pleasant Mill about two years ago,
is expecting to come back and live on
the place formerly occupied by J. B.
Hendrix. We will be glad to have
them back jmong us, and they surely
know where to find a good thing.
Ranchvale school is fine and as
good as any in the country! or Sunday
school is a live one; our building is
good enough for any purpose, and we
have a good community to live in.
V. Tate delivered two loads of hogs
to the Clovis market Tuesday.
About thirty from this community
attended the singing convention at
Rev. Fickey began a meeting at
Hollene.
New Hope Friday night.
Her little eight year old grandHooray! Japan has allowed the
son having been operated on for apUnited States to put a weather obserpendicitis, at the Baptist Hospital,
vation station on the island of Yap.
Mrs. Isler has been at Clovis since
We've just been dying to know what
kind of weather they're having in Thursday of last week, at his bedside.
Dallas and Lonnie Johnston are
Yap.
Biattleboro (Vt.) Reformer.
We are

A magazine story says the costume
of an East i nil mil woman consists uf
a single piece of cheese cloth eight
yurds long. After tanking around our
own fair damsels we wonder what on
earth does she do with the other sev
en yards.
Iliff (Colo.) Independent.

hauling lumber from Clovis to build
granaries for their expected wheat
crop,
Golds Leach visited last week with
her aunt, Mrs. Leach at Clovis.
Sherman Shelton bruised his arm
severely Monday while cranking a
car.

Cigarette
To steal In the
delicious Burley

tobacco flavor.

It'G

roastfed

Sidewalks !

.

A cement sidewalk will not only add to your convenience but
will odd to the value of your property. Now is the time to build.
The weather is r'vht and the price is right.

CAMERON NEWS

and family
Cleveland Johnston
tayet! at Clovis from Thursday until
Tuesday because of the illness of
their nephew, Coy Nichols.
While on his way to Pueblo, Colo.,
Mr. Peel is stopping a while with his
daughter, Mrs. Aline Scott. Mr. Peel
has traveled considerable during the
lust year, having been in South
America during that time. He came
from Alabama to New Mexico.
The heavy rains have given the
truck freighters otic trouble of late.
A number hive had to stay over night

We are completely

equipped to handle all kinds of concrete

work.

Estimates Cheerfully
Furnished
R. F. CHAMBERS
Address 1002 N. Merriwether. P. O. Box 201.
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The Clovis News
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The Machine
of Supremacy

Nothing adds to tin; joys of homo, life morn than music.
No iTiiisic.il instrument is so universal, ho well adapted to tKo
home lift; as the

Victrola
"

1

And no instrument can surpass the Virtrol.i in the splendid
tone qualities.

A Small Case Thresher and Tractor
.This is ti:e ideal outfit for the man '
who wants to be indcper.det.t end do
his own threshing, and other belt
exactly when ht
and drawbar
wants to, without wuting.
We picture a Case 8 Kerosene
rtractor and a Ccse 20x2S Thresher.
The tractor will handle all farm
requiring belt power up to
Jta rated capacity.
plow
It vill pull titily a
.
4 19 6 Wche 4eep, or aa
10-1-

ot

D. F.

dome into day and let us demonstrate the Victrola.

grain drill, a
iion 6pike tooth harrow, sn
double-actio- n
disc harrow or a largo
.manure spreader.
For belt and field work, this 6ma!l
Case Tractor cannot be equalled. A
Case Thresher is equally superior.
Case Machinery has been famous for
76 years.
Let us tell you how you can
C:e bard work on your form,
with Case machinery,
binder, a

22-sh-

New Records
"We

Records.

carry the most complete line of
Victrola
Come in and let us play the latest hits for you.
te

de-cu-

4

SniNN Agent,

AT THE NEW STATE AUTO CO.

.

KEROSENE

TRACTORS

NUNN ELECTRIC CO.
OF CLOVIS

We Have Terms to Suit You

li)
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ORDINANCE No. MS.

j We've

Changed the Name j

AN ORDINANCE CONFIRMING THE PROCEEDINGS TAKEN IN
PROVIDING FOR PAVING AND IMPROVING
CERTAIN PARTS OK
MAIN STREET. GRAND
AVENUE. MUNROE
AVFNPE. 'r.mnivr:
..
! I.'f
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'"L'l'la l
Milk
Vint"
Mvvirn.
'
v, DPAi'inivn vau
rwr tim.'
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iiir- - r,.Mit..,.iWD EXPENSES OF THE IMPROVEMENTS MADE IN SUD STREETS;'
PROVIDING FOR .THS ISSUE OF ASSIGNABLE CERTIHC VTS TO
I

of Our Shop

t
t

Believing that less confusion would result it
we changed the name of our shop, we announce our
new name as

f
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'MS AGAINST THE LOTS AND PARl'K S OF LAND A H PTT I f!
PON SAID IMPROVEMENTS: AND DESCRIBING THE MANNER FOR
'.HE COLLECTION AND PAYMENT OK SAID ASSESSMENTS.
WHEREAS, the City Cear.cil of the City nf Clovis, County uf Curry
State of New Mexico, has heretofore, pursuant to the requisite preliminary
projeedir.irs, providing for paving improvements in certain parts of Main
Sireet, Grand Avenue, Munroe Avenue, Giddiitg Street, Pile Street and
Otero Avenue, in the said city, all in accordance with the provisions of
law relating thereto, and

issued to the New Mexico Construction Company, or its assigns, in the
name of the city, assignable certificates declaring such liability, accuaately
describing the property covered by each assessment and naming the owner
rf said property. The said assignable certificates shall be payable in ten
ccrual installments, the first being due and payable one month af'er thii
ordinance becomes effective, and one being due and payable each year
the tea iter until all of said Installments are fully paid. The said certificate
shall bear interest at the rate of eight per centum per annum, payable
en the 29th day of December and the 29th day of June in
each year. Said assignable certificates shall be signed by the mayor of
said city, countersigned by the city treasurer, staled with the seal of the
city and attested by the citv clerk..
in substantially
Section 0. The shid assignable certificates shall-b- e
the following form,
(Form of Certificate)
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
CITY OF CLOVIS
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SPECIAL ASSESSMENT ASSIGNABLE CERTIFICATE
t:

WHEREAS, pursuant to said proceedings, street paving improvements No
f
have been made and completed on the following portions of the aforesaid
This is to certify that by virtue of an ordinance of the City
t:
in
streets
said city
.
Clovis, in the County of Curry and State of New Mexico, numbered
Munroe Avenue between its Intersection with the west line of Gidding adopted and approved on the
A. D.
day of Street and its intersection with the west line of Mitchell Street, and Main 1921, there was levied a special assessment in the sum
of
Street between its intersection with the south line of Munroe Avenue and dollars (
), against the following described property in said city,

of

.... ......

CLOVIS WELDING
J.

D.

Bryant

SHOP

I

T. M. Ruekman

Xo change in management or service.

!
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i uuca are

t

Cream and eggs
f
advancing in price now
Remember we pay cash for all your poultry, egg,
and cream.
I
Prompt Service at all Times
t
Get Our Prices Before You Sell

Golden

Rule Produce Co. I

W. R. HAWKINS, Mgr.
Next Door to Austin Si Co. Store
444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444
J. WRIGHT
Chiropractor
Over Farmers State Bank
Hours 9 a. m. to 6 p. m.
Phone 346
i

Health

S.

Physician and Surgeon
Office Over Mandell'a
Residence, 914 N. Main St.
CLOVIS. N. M.

if

you have Dr. Piorce's (ioldert
Medical Discovery in the house.
For "little-one- "
and "grown-ups- "
this old fashioned vegetable
r
tonic and
is still
Used by the million bottles every
year. It was first used by even'-bod- y
50 years ago and is st ill safe
and sane because it contains no
alcohol or narcotic. It is made
up of Hlood root, Oregon (Jrapo
root, Quwn's root, Stone root,
Cherry Hark, .without alcohol.
Make your blood redder and
your health letter by going to
your nearest. druggit.and obtaining Dr. Pierces (lolden Medical Discovery in tablet or liquid
form.
blooit-mako-

4
4

4

Send 10 cents to Dr. Pierce's
Laboratory in HutTalo, X. V.. if
you wish a trial package of the
tablets.
The. first thing to do in case
feel mean, logy, dull,
iron feverish, is to take a dose of
castor oil or something better,

4
4
4
4

44444444444444444
DR. C.

4
4

0. WARRINER

CHIROPRACTOR
113U South Main Street
Phone 101

4
4
4

44444444444444444
44444444444444444
DR. T. E.

PRESLEY

Eye, Ear, Note and Throat,
of Roswell, N. M., will be in Glo- vis at the Baptist Hospital from
the 4th to the 8th of each month

4
4
4
4

44444444444444444
MEN

The Curry County Chanter of the
Amvricnn Red Cross wants to see you
if you arc in need of hospital care.
vocational training or compensation
from the government Office hours,
Monday and Friday of each week at
the Clovis News Office.

aloin and
made of
NOTICE OF SUIT PENDING
jalap, and long sold by druggist j
as Dr. Pierces Pleasant Puiluta. To Stella P. Tribble, Greeting:
May-appl-

ou will hereby

take notice that
suit has been filed in the District
Court of Curry County. New Mexico.
and is now pending against you
4 wherein W. T. Tribble is plaintiff
and
you, Stella P. Trimble, are defendant,
in cause Number 1706 on the Civil
Docket of snid Court;
That the objects of said suit nre
to dissolve the bonds of matrimony
existing between you and plaintiff;
that plaintiff's attorneys are Fitzhueh
A: Fitzhugh, whose post office
address
4

44444444444444444
Dr. W. M. Lancaster

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
Clovli, New Mexico
Office Over Mandcll'a
Phona No. 157

44444444444444444
44444444444444444
THOMAS W. JONES
Veterinarian
200 West Otero Street
Clovis, N. M.
Phone 45

44444444444444444
Dr. J. B. Westerfield

4

Phytician and Surgeon
Office UOU, N. Main St.
Res. 2G9
Office Phone 231.

DR. L. M, BIGGS
Veterinary Surgeon

v

is Clovis, New Mexico.
You are further notified that un
less you appear and answer or plead

to said cause on or bjforc the 29th
day of July, 1921, judgment will be
4 rendered against you by default and
4 the plaintiff will apply to the Court
for the relief demanded In his com
plaint.
Daniel Boone.
County Clerk and
clerk
of District Court of Curry County,
4 New Mexico.

rhone331
Clovis, New Mexico

I

WALTER W.MAYES
W
ATTORN E
Practice! in all courts
CIotu, N. M.

44

4

444444444444444
4

DR. H. R. GIBSON
OSTEOPATH
Treats all diseases, both acute
and chronic. Officel n building 4
on corner north of Fire Station.
Res. 330.
Office phone 883.
Clovia, New Mexico.

V

BIG STOCK

of Plate Glass
Window Class and Wind Shields.

Will call for Window

Sh,

and return.

Clovis Planing Mill
PHONE

469-- J

t:

..

Dr. C. L. McClellan

Comes to you and the children

its intersection with the north line of Grand Avenue.
WHEREAS, the City Council has determined and does determine what
portion of such work shall be paid for by the property abutting on said
improvements, and the owners thereof, in accordance with the benefits
accruing to said property and the owners thereof, and according to law, and
WHEREAS, the cost of said improvements has been apportioned and
assessed against each lot or parcel of land abutting on the streets and
avenues improved, and against the owners thereof, as hereinafter set forth,
and
WHEREAS, It is incumbent upon the City Council to provide for the
time and manner of the payment of said assessments, and to provide for the
issuance of assignable certificates, and to fix the terms and conditions of
such certificates, and to authorize the delivery of said certificates to the
contractor who constructed said improvements;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT .ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL
OF THE CITY OF CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO:
Section 1. That ail of the proceedings heretofore hnd, taken, done
or performed in connection with paving and improving the streets and
avenues specified in the preamble hereof, be and the same are in all
respects RATIFIED, APPROVED and CONFIRMED.
Section 2. That for the purpose of paying the costs and expenses of
the said improvements, there be and there is hereby levied and assessed
against the following described lots and parcels of land benefitted by said
improvements, and aga'nst the owners thereof, the following amounts,
Lot Block
Owners
Subdivision
Amount
6
Gus M. Bryan
34 Original Town $2,03.r.9
,.
1
51
Huttie Massengill
Original Town
2,035.95
Kemp Lumber Company
12 51 Original Town
2,553.99
Kemp Lumber Company
11
51
Original Town
115.61
Kemp Lumber Company
10 51
Original Town
115.61
6
Mary Knight
34 Original Town
2,553.99
Ned Houk
7 34 Original Town
115.fi!
8
A. Curless
34 Original Town
115.01
Clovis Lodge No. 1244 B. F. O. Elks 18 35 Original Town
2,554.21
Clovis Lodge No. 1244 B. P. O. Elks
19 35 Original Town
115.01
20 35 Original Town
Clovis Lodge No. 1244 B. P. O. Elks
115.01
1
H. R. Gibson
50 Original Town
874.04
2
H. R. Gibson
60 Original Town
472.21
8
I. C. and A. W. Johnson
50 Original Town
472.21
Carl C. Smith, Paul Smith, Kate
Smith, Elizabeth Smith and T. E.
Smith heirs at law of I. P. Smith,
TiO
4
Original Town
deceased
472.21
S
50 Original Town
Walter Howell
494.14
John H. Barry
li 35 Original Town 2,030.10
0 50 Original Town
Joe C. McClelland
2,484.07
17 36 Original Town
Nettie M. Klein
2,035.95
Mrs. Daisy Connor, formerly
Mrs.
Daisy Merritt, administratrix of the
estate of Frank Merritt, deceased,
and guardian of Dorothy Merritt and
Dean Merritt, minor heirs of Frank
6 49 Original Town
Merritt, deceased
2.483.86
18 30 Original Town
City of Clovis, N. M.
2,545.97
19 36 Original Town
City of Clovis, N. M
112.81
20 30 Original Town
City of Clovis, N. M
112.81
L. C. Cox
2 49 Original Town
470.49
3
C. F. Hardwick
49 Original Town
470.49
4
C. F. Hardwick
49 Original Town
470.49
1
L. C. Cox
49 Original Town
807.50
5
C. F. Hardwick
49 Original Town
492.42
6
Lone Star Lumber Company
37 Original Town
510.03
5
37 Original Town
Lone btar Lumber Company
112.81
4
Lone Star Lumber Company
37 Original Town
112.81
All the heirs at law of Sam Holland,
1
48 Original Town
deceased
C10.03
All the heirs at law of Sam Holland,
2 48 Original Town
deceased
112.81
All the heirs at law of Sam Holland,
3
48 Original Town
deceased
112.81
7
Joe C. McClelland
50 Original Town
.447.91
Mrs. Dora Rice
8 50 Original Town
447.91
9
Mrs. Dora Rice
50 Original Town
447.91
Ned Houk and Harry Highfill
10 50 Original Town
417.91
S. J. Boykin
11
50 Original Town
447.91
S. Grissamore and S. J. Boykin
12 50 Original Town
447.91
Cash Ramey and J. W. Wilkinson..
13
50 Original Town
447.91
Cash Ramey and J. W. Wilkinson..
14
50 Original Town
447.91
Cash Ramey, J. W. Wilkinson and
Joe C. McClelland
15 50 Original Town
447.91
Cash Ramey and J. W. Wilkinson..
16
50 Original Town
447.91
J.M.Love
17 50 Original Town
447.91
Joe C. McClelland
1
49 Original Town
447.91
Joe C. McClelland
8
49 Original Town
447.91
Wm. Ogg and E. Boss
9
49 Original Town
447.91
Joel V. Rice
10
49 Original Town
447.91
E. W. Reagan
11
49 Original Town
447.91
12
W.H.Duckworth
49 Original 'Town
447.91
V. II. Doughton
13
49 Oviginul Town
447.91
D. N, Croft and O. M. Croft
14
49 Original Town
447.91
Cash Ramey
15 4) Original Town
447.91
Joe C. McClelland
16 49 Original Town
447.91
First National Bank of Clovis, N. M. 17 49 Oripinal Town
447.91
Section 3. That said assessments shall be due and payable a.t the office
of the city treasurer within thirty days after this ordinance becomes
effective, without demand; provided, that all such assessments mav, at the
election of the owner, be paid in ten installments, with interest as hereinafter
provided. Failure to pay the whole assessment within snid period of thirty
days shall be conclusively considered and held an election on the part
of all persons interested, whether under disability or otherwise, to pay in
ten installments.
In case of such election to pay in installments, the
assessments shall be payable at the office of the city treasurer in ten equal
installments of principal, the first of which installments of principal shall
be due and payable one month after this ordinance becomes effective,
on or before the 29th day of July, A. D. 1921, without interest, and the
remainder of said installments shall be due and payable successively on the
same day in each year thereafter until pad in full, with interest in nil
cases on the unpaid principal of each of said installments until the maturity
thereof, at the rate of eight per centum per annum, payable
at the office of the city treasurer, the first
payment of interest being due and payable six months after this ordinance becomes
effective
on the 2!lth day of December, A. D. 1921, the second semiannual payment of interest being due and payable on the 29th day of June,
A. D. 1922, and the balance of said
installments of interest
being due and payable on the 29th day of December and the 29th day of
June in each year thereafter until the installments are paid. Failure to
pay any Installment, whether of principal or interest, when due, shall cause
the whole of the unpaid principal to become due and payable immediately
and the whole amount of the unpaid principal and accrued interest shall
thereafter draw interest at the rate of one per centum per month or fraction
of a month, until the day of sale, but at any time prior to the day of the
sale, the owner may pay the amount of all unpaid installments, with interest
at one per centum per month or fraction of a month, and all penalties
accrued, and shall thereupon be restored to the right thereafter to pay
in Installments in the same manner as if default had not been suffered.
The owner of any property not in default as to any installment or payment, may, at any time, pay the whole of the unpaid principal, with interest accruing to the maturity of the next installment of interest or principal.
Payments of the whole assessment may be made to the city treasurer at
any time within thirty days after this ordinance becomes effective, and an
allowance of nine (9) per centum will be made on all such payments
during such period only.
Section 4. The amounts assessed as aforesaid shall be a lien upon
said lots and parcels of land, and a personal liability of the owner or owners
thereof, from the time of such assessments. It shall be the duty of the
city clerk, within thirty days hereafter to make out, sign, attest with the
seal of the city, and file for record in the office of the county clerk of
Curry County, a claim of lien for the amount due and assessed agninst each
lot and parcel of land, as above specified, and all purchaser, nintv.v
and incumbrancers of said lots and parcels of land shnll take thv :mi"
subject to such lien, and such lien, when delinquent, shall hae the effect
of a mortgage, and may be foreclosed in the manner now provided by
statute or as may be hereafter provided for the foreclosure of mortgages
on real estate.
When said assessments and the installments thereof and
the interest thereon have been paid in full, it shall he the duty of the said
city clerk to release and discharge the said lien and liability.
Section 5. To evidence the liability of the said owners and their
property for the payment of the assessments herein specified, the City
Council shall have pewer, and it ; hull be its daty, to issue or cause to be
t:

semi-annu-

t:

semi-annu-

ti'

.

it

1

n
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i

.

which property

has a frontage of
aide of
feet on the
Street in said city and that said assessment was also made a personal liability
of
, the owner of said property.
The said assessment is payable to the New Mexico Construction Company, or its assigns, in ten equal installments, the first' installment of
which shall be due and payable on the
day of
A. D. 1921, without interest, and the successive installments being due
and payable on the same day each year thereafter, together with interest
on such unpaid installments from the date of this certificate, at the rate
day
of eight per centum per annum, payable
on the
in each
of
day of
..and the

.......

-

........

year, both principal and interest being payable at the office of the city
treasurer.
The sa'd owner, or his executors, administrators or assigns, shall have
the right, within thirty days after the date hereof, to pay the entire
per
asessinent against his property, and to receive a discount of
centum thereon in fujl satisfaction hereof. Thereafter, any or all of said
installments may be paid before maturity with accrued interest to the
next succeeding Interest paying date.
The said assessment has been levied by virtue of said ordinance and all
other proceedings of said city for the payment by said owner of his proStreet,
portionate share of the cost of paving and improving
in said city, under a contract between said city and the New Mexico Construction Company, dated the
day of March A. D. 1921.
That by said ordinance the said assessment is declared to be a lien
against said premises and a personal liability of the owner thereof payable
to the said company or its assigns, in installments and with interest aa
herein aet forth.
That said ordinance provides that the failure to pay any installment,
whether of principal or interest, when due. shall cause the whole of the
unpaid principal to become due and payable immediately, and the whole
amount of the unpaid principal and accrued Interest shall thereafter draw
interest at the rate of one per centum per month or fraction of a month
until the day of sale; and that, in case of delinquency, this certificate may
be foreclosed in the manner now provided by law or as may be hereafter
provided for the foreclosure of mortgages on real estate.
That all proceedings with reference to making the said improvement
have been regularly had in compliance with the constitution and laws of
the State of New Mexico, and the ordinances, resolutions and proceedings
of said city
That all prerequisites to the fixing of the assessment lien against the
property described herein and the personal liability evidenced hereby,
nave been performed.
The said improvement has been completed by the said company in
accordance with the terms of its contract, and has been duly accepted by the
said city. And its is further hereby certified and recited that every
of law relating to the said improvement, to the fixing of the
assessment lien against the property improved, and the personal liability
of the owner thereof, has been fully complied with by the proper officer
of said city, and that all conditions required to exist and things required to
be done precedent to and in the issuance of this certificate, to render the
same lawful and valid, huve happened and have been done and performed,
and did exist in regular and due time, form and manner as required by law.
That the, sum evidenced hereby and the installments thereof and
the interest thereon, shall be paid to the city treasurer of said city, who
shall issue his receipt therefor, and who shall endorse such payments on the
back hereof, and when the full amount due hereon has been paid, thia
certificate shall be surrendered to the owner of the said premises and the
lien against the snid property and the liability of the owner thereof lhall
be released and discharged.
This certificate may be exchanged for a paving bond or bonds representing the amount evidenced hereby, in accordance with the terms of
the ordinance authorizing the issuance of this certificate and the ordinance
of said city authorizing the issuance of the said paving bonds, and the
assessment against the property described herein and the liability of the
the owner thereof, shall be enforced In accordance with the terms of
said ordinance.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said City Council of the City of Clovis
New Mexico, has caused this certificate to be signed by the mayor of said
city, the seal of said city to be attached hereto and attested by the city
diiy of
clerk, this
, A. D. 1921.

........

REAL)

Mayor.

Attest:
Clerk.
(Assignment)
For value received, the New Mexico Construction Compnny assigns
the within certificate, and the indebtedness and lien, and the remedies for
the enforcement thereof, to the City of Clovis, NW Mexico, this
A. D. 192...
day of
THE NEW MEXICO CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
By
(SEAL)
President.
Treasurer.
Attest...
PAYMENTS OF PRINCIPAL
Due
Paid
Treasurer's Siennture

........

19...
19....

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
0.
7.
8.
9.
10.

19-.-

..

$

19

19.

4

$

19...
19...
19...

-

1

19.
19.
19
19

19-.-

19-

.

..

$
$
1

,

$
$

--

PAYMENTS OF INTEREST

19.
19....

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

19..

$

19..
19..
19..
19..
19.
19..
19..
19..
19..
19..
19..
19..
19..

$

10.'

19..

19
19

4
,

19.1

19
, 19
,

,
$

"
"
"

19...

19
19

-

r
$
$

-

19...
19...
19...
19...

$

19.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

,
,

1...
19...

19..
, 19
., 19.
19
19
19
19
19

"

19.

-

Section 7. The said assignable certlficatea shnll hn HnlivaraJ t th
New Mexico Construction Company or its assigns, in accordance with ita
contract with the city and the proceedings of the city council heretofore
or hereafter adopted. The said New Mexico Construction Company or Its
assigns shall have the right and privilege of exchanging said assignable
certificates for paving bonds in convenient denominations, to be issued by
hid cuy .imiauuiii m no uiuinuoL'e uiioiieo or 10 De adopted Dy the City
council. Upon such an exchange, it shall be the duty of the city treasurer
to retain possession of the said assignable certificates, to receive and
disburse all payments made, to endorse on each certificate the amounta
paid thereon, both principal and interest, and to release and discharge the
lien and liability thereof upon payment of the full amount due, as aforesaid,
all in accordance with the ordinances of the....city and any other provisions
. I. ..
:
..
i
V...
.1...
vy ine
'
kiiMk nuvr uci-ui may uv rvifuucui i...
Viiy council.
Section 8. All ordinances or resolutions, or nnrt thorenf In cnnfltcf
with the provisions of this ordinance, are hereby repealed.
After said
HSBignHoie
cerimcaiea are issued, inie orninance shall be and remain
irrepealable until said certificates and the interest thereon shall be fully
paid, satisfied and discharged as herein provided.
Section !). This ordinance is hereby declared to be an emergency
measure on thr ground of urgent public need, and therefore, immediately
upon ita final passage, shall be recorded in the book of ordinances of said
city kept f"r that
authenticated by the signature of the mayor
hall be published in The Clovis News, the official
and the city eler'
newspaper of s;;'.:': ..y, and shall be in full force and effect five days after
such publication.
Passed, adopted, signed and approved this 20th day of June, A. D. 1921.
(SEAL
JOE C. McCLELLAND.
Attest.
Mayor
,
City Clerk.
E. .
L.

...

Tag-ider-

.
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WHY DO WE SELL
OHPirTr7F7jn,iT?i

CE CREAM?

Because We Want To Sell The Best
Because The Public Demands the Best
Because We Are Convinced That It Is The Best-- Let
Us Furnish Steffen's For Your Party.
COSTS A UTTLE MORE.

Delivered Whenever You Want It.
WORTH A LOT MORE

:

"IT'S BETTER"
Saturday and Sunday Specials Are Delicious
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO. Phone 58 and, 71
ELITE CONFECTIONERY Phone 444
3M
Wanted dwelling to trad
W. I. Miles made a business trip
for
country property.
to Melrose this week.
Wanted tome dwellings with the
LOCAL MENTION
Buy Campbell's ice cream. Nore froth off to sell, wa have the custo.j.
better.
4
mers.
Good interest on money if you have
sick
on
C.
been
the
Nelson
has
J.
Sunlight
lightbrcad
for
The best
to lend.
any
l'st thin week.
flour.
THE SCHEUR1CH AGENCY
"W Know How"
Tridc of the plains Sunlight
L. M. Arnold of 1'ortak'B was B
Clovip visitor Inst Friday.
flour.
Mi's. C. W. Harrison
and son,
Wayne, are in Oklahoma visiting relaW. H. Graham, editor of the
Tho bread will be prety and whit
Messenger, was a Clovis visitor tives.
if you use Sunlight.
i
t
Saturday.
Refrigerator time is here. We have
R. E. Bochelle has jnt completed
Genuine Oklahoma Miller Eroom a big stock and glad to show them
a new house at 100 N. Heed Sheet.
Corn seed for sale now at Gurley
If the flour is Sunlight, the bread Eroom Coin Co. Office. New seed
will be rifc'bt.
will make better brush.
Mel-los- e

lu--

A. L. Gurley of Wichita, Kansas,
has been here this week looking after

A Sublime Epic of
Mother Love.

business matters.

"YU
AGE HEM"
Edgar Lewis

Have several hundred acres of old
land to rent for wheat on the halves.
C. W. Harrison
Our heart goes out to the soldier

If it

is not Sunlight, it is not the

best.

The best
Flour.

for

b:scuit

--

Raymond Board of Oklahoma is
John Byrne was a business visitor
here f"r a visit at the home of his to Aniarillo Monday.
uncle, Dr. J. V. Board.
For fire insurance see Doughton
Have several hundred acres of old! '.on.' Co.
land to rent for wheat on the halves.
C.W.Harrison
K. K. Runnells who lives south of
Texieo was a Clovis visitor Tuesday.
C. W. Loftis of Grady was a Clovis visitor last Saturday. Mr. Loftis
Have several hundred
acres of
will hold a public sale on Tuesday, sod wheat land to rent for ona) year
June 28th.
for the breaking. C. W. Harrison.
We handle nothing but best Mait-lanlump coal. The best is the
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Hourhen of
cheapest. Lane & Son Grain Com- Albuquerque have been visitors the
pany.
.
past week at the home of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Houchen. He reI..M. Burnett, who has been visiting turned home the first of the week but
Ollie Fiteh for several weeks, left Mrs. Houchen will remain for a longSaturday for his home at Springfield, er visit.
Missouri.
Genuine Oklahoma Miller Broom
Have several hundred acres of old Corn seed for sale now at Gurley
land to rent for wheat on the halves. Broom Corn Co. Office. New seed
C. W. Harrison
will make better brush.
d

pioduct for home people
Sunlight Flour.

Sunlight

A home

Miss Alice Martin is "visiting Mrs.
Ralph Johnson at Hereford this week.
The In end will be pretty and whit
if you use Sunlight.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Hilgaitncr left
last week for a several week's stay
in

California.

Furniture repaired at Clovis Shoe
Hospital. West Giand Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Long are the
proud parents of a baby boy bom

this week.
Wanted dwelling to trade for
country property.
Wanted tome dwellings with the
i.
froih off to sell, we have the
cuito-mer-

Good interest on money if you he
any to lend.
THE SCHEURICH AGENCY
"We Know How"

of Uruguy. The national anthem down

there has seventy verses.
Clovis Shoe Hospital, 4 doors Wist
of Austin's. We will repair your shoes
neatly and in a hurry.

s

t

,

Cash Austin was in the hospital
seviral days this week on account of
having his tonsils removed.

PATHE SPECIAL PRODUCTION
YOU'LL NEVER FORGET

We handle all kinds of fresh and
cured meats and deliver free. Phone
us your order. Wilmon Bros. Phone

"THE SAGE HEN."

481.

Like a tigress she fights when her loved ones are

Bob Murray of Coleman, Texas, is
here this week visiting his brother,
Slaughter Murray, and sister, Miss
Mary Murray.

Perhaps, had they known her story, their hearts
might have felt a spark of pity but like the leper
of old, they cast her out.
Barb Wire. Field Fence, and Poul
You'll see a mother with her baby boy scorn
Netting.
try
5
knew
ed and stoned by a mob of women and they
11
noi wnat iney am.
You'll see .her make the great sacrifice after
being wounded, she straps her baby to a horse and
drives him at break neck speed away from the mob.
J. C. Tloyd has recently purchased
You'll admire this woman's fight against narthe W. A. Havaner residence on N.
row minds and sharp tonpues.
Wallace Street.
She is the Eternal Mother.
'
A

1

1

1

nc uriivcr any miiuuut ui
ceries to any part of the city.
L
mon T
Drop., ynvnv

.01
ipi.

K C

Be Photographed this year

on your birthday.

"

Will- -

(fn

:b'
Wagner oi tsiui oprings,
Tenn., has recently arrived in Curry
County. Mr. Wagner will likely teach
in Curry County schools.
L.

IN

son.

'

"NEIGHBORS"
Two Reels of Riotious

Fun

rTVn
M

Saturday Night
JUNE 25th
TRY TO GET IN

Mrs. W. T. Jaekman and children,
Mary Lou and Louis, returned this
week from a visit in Tennessee and
Mississippi.
Mr. Jaekman met them
in Amnrillo and they motored back
to Clovis.

Ice tea glasses and water seta.

AT THE

"JAW!

-

Have several hundred acres of
tod whe.it land to rent for one year
for the breaking. C. W. Harri

ft E ATOM
-l,.

A-

Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Doughton and
son are visiting relatives- in Oregon
They will be gone for several weeks

Have several hundred

acres

of

sod wheat land to rent for one year
for the breaking. C. W. Harri
son.
Mrs. Albert Scheurich and daugh
ter, Mrs. Carl Brown, of Cleveland
Ohio, were here last week the guest
of C. A. Scheurich. They stopped off
here enroute home from Taos, N. M

RlOBINSaN

"THE PHOTOGRAPHER IN YOUR TOWN"
119

E. Munroe

Phone 145
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WHAT IS IT?

Hi

Furniture Economy does not rnmist of skimnincr along without furniture that vou reallv need.
Furniture Economy is the selection of the articles that will "fit in" and harmonize with the rest of your furniturethe selection of just such articles as you really need to complete the home scheme.
We can fit you up in one piece or a full suite at prices not dreamed of a few months ago.

Y

1

TERMS IF DESIRED

ohnson Bros. Furniture and Undertakin gtOo
jmmmsimstmmwsimmmmmmnsmm
rooms,
Patronize home industry and buy FOR RENT Two furni.-he- d
modern. Apply at 620 North WalCampbell's ice cream.
lace Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Jordan and Mrs.
W. D. Faulkner of Middlisboro, Ky.,
J, H. Barry of Los Angeles, Calif.,
are here visiting at the home of Dr. is here for a visit at the home of his
and Mrs. J. B. Wcsttrfield.
son, John Bairy.

PERSONAL MENTION
If the bread is right, the flour it!
Sunlight.

is the bent flour it Is Sunlight

If it

The admission price to the Kiwanis
Don't fmrit the big ball frame
In a game played last Friday the
Club and Johnson's Band frame FriFriday at 4:00 p m. betwen the
s
Epworth Lruiruv team defeated
day will be only 25c. It will be worth
Club mid Johnson's Band.
bund by u score of 20 to 4.
a dollar. Be sure to be there.
Mrs. Earl C:sfell, Mis. W. H.
Ray Poweis, who has been attend-- !
M;ss Minnie Hutchinson returned
lins, Mr. JMin Howaid and Mrs. E.
rrh-()- l
n Knm'.is Citv. ha
Monday at the home this week to her home at Thomas,
h;H foiii'Ke and Munied' to Clovis this! A. Stoiy
tf Mr;, fc. W. iieagan near Black- - Okla., after a visit at the home of
week.
her aunt, Mrs. A. J. Rotters.
tower.
Some diamonds are worthless, al&o
Don't forget the big bnll game
Let Cornell refinish your auto,
scveuil grades of coal. The best coal
it Friday at 4:00 p m. betwen the Kiis the cheapest. We have it. Lane This is a good time to have
wanis Club and Johnson's Band.
done..
& Song Grain Co.
John-gun'-

1

think

n

A

C,

Elevatus Co.,

Uj

758, Clovis, N. M.

Record.

Bring us your grain.

Thone No. 72 for Plumbing and
Every sack of Sunlight flour it
Anne Hull visited friends in Electrical Repairing.
guaranteed.
A baby boy was born th's week to Poitulcs Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. P, A. LaShier.
rrancis Nilfen of San Marc:al is
Made from choice Curry County
here for a visit at the home of hi
If you want to bo right, uce Sun- - wheat Sunlight flour.
sister, Mrs. E. C. Comstock.
light.
and
T.
L.
Wilson
Mrs.
Mr.
and
y
Don't forget the big ball game
Mm. C. W. HarrUon left Thura-ilaMr. Bob Lane made a trip to Melfor a two week's visit with freinds daughter, Hilda, visited in Caslsbad Friday at 4:00 p m. betwen the Ki
and Roewell last week.
and relatives in Oklahoma.
wanis Hub and Johnson s Hand.
rose thin week.

C7

Wanted to Buy Five or six roc
Absolutely must b
lorn, house.
a ba; train. Have 'he money to Watt-i- ll"
.hat Is price.
a popo.it'on
diplomatic crisis is usually a
of o.l and gas. Columbia, S. RIGHT. Write deta la to P. O. Boss

When you think flour

All kinds ' f leather repairing done
Shoe Hospital, West GraiwJ

The Western

ltc at Clovis

Inc.

Avenue.
Attorney Compton was In
to his
Clovis Wedne.diiy enroute
HELP! Make Clovis clean. On.- home at Pot,t,iilvx after a basilicas trip sack of Hydrated Lime will Kill
flies, and it costs only IVtK.
to Tuciimcuii.
KEMP LUMBER COMPANY
Queens-warand Glassware at
elephants
A scientist says
over Texas. But not the
Greenville (S. C.Jt
O. P. elephant.
Mrs. M. M. Armstrong of Hedley,
Piedmont.
is here visiting at the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Gilliland.
Mrs. Andrew Crane and son,
Quality and price Sunlight Flouw
returned this week from a short
can you beat it?
If it is not Sunlight, it is not the
visit with relatives ut Colorado City,
best.
Texas.
Mr. Hughes is determined
tha.
Wanted dwelling to trade for
Uncle Sam shall not fje done in oil.
I treat all diseases and disorders of Washington Post.
country preperty.
confinement!
Wanted soma dwelling, with tht women and attend
Flies bother you? Kill 'era ft"
froth off to sell, we hay the cuito- - eases Dr. H. R. Gibson.
with Hydrated Lime. It's only TS
mert.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis P. J. Masterson, cents a 'sack and
Good interest on money if you have
w'th the money,,
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Burns and Miss at
any to lend.
,
Delaney who is visiting ut the Burns
THE SCHEURICH AGENCY
Kemp
home, were among those from Clovis
"We Know How"
who attended the Grady Picnic.
Mr. C. T. Field, who lives near
Genuine Oklahoma Miller Broom '"Tfe hJV Iteep our hands off EuroBlaektowen, was in Clovis Saturday.
now nt Gurley pean qnestions, but we've got
Mr. Field has been in Curry County Corn seed for sale
Broom Corn Co. Office. Now seed foot in it anyway. Dayton Ktvrsi
is
one
of
and
years
number
of
for a
c
4
will make better bruiih.
our most progressive farmers.
FARMERS If you eat CampbeUV
Thumlay
J. H. Barry returned
Ice Cream, you help your own InIt's a good deal cheaper to have
trip
weeks'
a
several
morning
from
dustry.
Made from Curry County
buy
new
to
shoes
old
fixed than
those
products.
Bring them to us. Clovis to California.
ones.
Shoe Hospital.
Emerson, P. & O. Canton, and
If all the world loves a lover it bru.
Case
Lifters. See us before buying. a queer way of showing it sometiimts.
A.
S.
Harrison,
Messrs. C. W.
Jones. Alex Shirley and S. J. Boy-kiEskimos of Alaska are decreasing;
left Tuesday for Lubbock, Texas.
in
population.
where they attended the Panhandle
Bankers Convention.
There is some place in eyery towe..
We have the agency for soint f the that becomes a nest for loafers..
Kiwanis
the
to
price
The admission
rioft substantial old lin fire insur-mcClub and Johnson's Band game Fri
companies. Doughton Land
So many of the plums on tht' f- dav will be only 2!f. It will be worth Company.
12 2tfc
lit!eul plum tree turn out to be only
a dollar. Be sure to be there.
bagworms.
Real trimmers in a millinery store
Flies bother you? Kill 'em off are the persons who edit the price
Some accurate lists of the peo
It's only 75 tags. Toledo Blade.
with Hydrated Lime.
nlaekers would also help.
Coiumbii..
cents a sack and worth the money.
S. C, Record.
at
Don't risk your property without
Class legislation is any law thai A
sufficient fire imiuranco. Wo rep
of the best companies. protects your enemies. Columbia.,
resent
12-DougV on Land Co.
S. C., Record.
tfc
once-roam-

ed

C

CiimW (btryxim

THE i

MOW IS THE
To buy what you need in Dry floods and
TIc.'idy-To-VVe-

SILKS

Apparel for Summer Wear

nr

Crepes, Taffetas, Satins
Shirting Etc.

THIS IS THE PLACE
To find seasonable merchandise

ATTRACTIVELY

PRICED

LADIES' SUITS AND COATS

VOILES, LAWNS
and ORGANDIES

e

Figured and Plain

HALF PRICE

DISCOUNT

20

ORGANDY DRESSES
20 OFF
HALF PRICE
OFF
FINE BLOUSES NOW
NEGLIGEES AND UNDERGARMENTS
SILK DRESSES

Towels
Towels
85c Towels
$1.00 Towels
fl.50 Towels
50c

AT ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS

75(i

MEN'S WOOL SUITS
.TT0.(0

Suils, now

$40.00

Suits, now

KwLWer(kmpanii

16c

Mis Mary Murray has been in the
The White Rose Cafe on Grand
HELP! Make Clovis clean. On- Baptist Hospital as the result of an Avenue is- serving the best meals in
snck of Hydrated Lime will kill GO
re
operation of having her tonsils
Everything absolutely new million flies, and it costs only 75e.
Clovis.
moved. '
and clean.
tfc
"'KZW LUMBER COMPANY

29c
39c
49c
59c
89c
98c

9

FOUND Many
have found our elevator en idea'
place to market their grain. Get ir
;ne with your friends. The Westerr
Elevator Company. "Watch us Grow."

$39.75

.

$33.75
,

.$r.00 and $.17.50 Suits, now
$."0.00 Suits,' now

$29.75

$2o.00 Suits, now
22.50 Suits, now

$19.75

$18.00 Suits, now

.$14.00

$23.75

$18.00

PALM BEACH SUITS
(;

TOWELS
20c Towels
40e Towels

$17.75
$19.75

20.00 Values, now
$22.50 Values, now

w.

SHOES

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL CONDITION

Mrs. Fulton Slaton and son, Don
,
. .
.
.
aid, wno nave oeen visiting in uuvw
with friends and relatives, will leave
Sunday for their home in Barstow,
California.

The City of Clovis, New Mexico,

!

ONE LOT PUMPS

$1.98 Per Pair
ONE LOT PUMPS and
VALUES TO $15,

Now $4.98 Pair
ALL OTHER LOW SHOES
FOR LADIES'
OFF
AT
ONE-FOURT-

At the Clone of Business, May 31, 1921

Genuine Oklahoma Miller Broom
Corn seed for sale now at Gurley
Broom Corn Co. Office. New seed
will make better brush.

General fund OD
l
....t-.j-1
Water and Light Fund, OP
Interest fund
$10,403.81
Sinking Fund
11,842.21
General Health Fund
1,025.21
Rulance in hands of Treasurer -- 1- " "
Special Road Fund
1,269.11

$16,047.08
1,193.78

Mr. Willard Burton of Ft. Worth,
president of the Kemp Lumber Company, made a business trip to Clovis
'
Wednesday,
,t

$24,540.34

$24,540.34

Warrants Outstanding

:.

Bills-Payab-

and Mrs. Irvin Terkins, whoi
have beew voting in Clovis for" the
their home
st week, rttui.ir l
n Belen Thursday morning.
Mr.

--

THIS STORE WILL BE CLOSED ALL AFTERNOON BOTH
DAYS OF THE CELEBRATION JULY 4th and 5th

23

Mrs. H. T. Newkirk and niece, Miss
7annie Lou Long of Oakwood, Texas,
re here for a visit at the home of
Mr. Rnlrh Rose. Judge R. E. Rowells
and other relatives.

k

ir&

$13.54"
hand
.
nana un.
iao-t.a..it-j
Cnsh In hands of Treasurer
.1,4 7,299.88
i oiar uutKtanding imteDrodnyajr".
not eoveied by funds
9,153.40

Cash-o-

If you have tried all the rest, try
Sunlight, it's thJ best

Luikart & Co.
2E

28-tf-

n

DISCOUNT

20

sar

J

jt

v-

Water Bond Fund
Sewer Bond Fund

8,700.00
8,486.72
'

80.16!-

-

$02,333.82
$23,600.00

The nbove statement is true and correct te the bewt
of my knowledge and belief.. .
(

it

7,290.48

4-

t

e.

E. E. TAGADER, City Clerk.

-

t

ll"
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And Enjoy the Biggest Patriotic Celebration
Ever Staged on the Plains
Program for July 4th
BIO CALLITHUMPIAN PARADE, STARTING PROMPTLY
AT 9:30 ON MAIN STREET THE BIGGEST, FUNNIEST,
NOISIEST PARADE EVER STAGED IN CLOVIS. DON'T
BE THERE IF YOU CAN'T LAUGH.

Big Pryotechnical Display
of Fireworks
EXPENSE HAS BEEN SPARED IN SECURING THE
NECESSARY FIREWORKS TO KEEP THE SKY ILLUMINO

NATED FOR AN HOUR.

'
10:30

BIG BALL GAME

10:45 PATRIOTIC

Grand Ball

SPEAKING

THE DAY'S CELEBRATION WILL END WITH
MUSIC-DO- N'T
DID
GRAND
MISS IT

A

BALL-SPLEN-

Big Free Barbecue at Noon
PLENTY

OF GOOD THINGS TO

EAT-DO-

N'T

MISS IT

ONE-Y- OU

BIG STUNTS

STARTING PROMPTLY AT 1:45, THE BIG RODEO AND

WILL FURNISH ENTERTAINMENT
THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE AFTERNOON. THERE WILL
RACES

AUTO

Program for July 5th
9:30-B- IG

Big Rodeo and Auto Races
12

i

PARADE

CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS IT.

10:30-ANOT- HER

BIG BALL GAME.

11:00-CO- MIC

ATTRACTIONS STAGED

Rodeo and Races
,

Bulldogging, Roping, Bronc Busting
Wild Mule Races, Etc.

BIG STUNTS

E

THE

10-mi- le

Race

50-Mi- le

Race (or Stripped Racing Cars

:

3

Final Ball

Ford Scamper

THE GRAND BALL, STARTING IN THE EVENING AT
8:30, WILL COMPLETE THE CELEBRATION.

Comic Stunts Between Each Event

-

12

AT 1 :45 THE RODEO WILL START AGAIN, FOLLOWED
FORD RACE, AND
BY THE RACES. ANOTHER

Big
le

BY LEGION

MEMBERS ON MAIN STREET.

BE SOMETHING DOING EVERY MINUTE.

30-Mi-

THIS WILL BEAT THE FIRST

Clovis Wants You to be on Hand for the Two Days' Celebration

Conveniences for Visitors Amusements for All

Under Auspices of

Bean Lucas Post
;!

Mo

25 America!

cgion

7

SECOND SECTION

Oldest Established Paper in Curry County

EX-SERVI-

MEN

CE

-

t
Summer Class in Piano

I

f

and Expression
Mill Ernestine K. Moier, Mut. B. graduate of Eastern Col- lege, Virginia) assistant under Prof. Clen C. Corral), Washington,
D. Cistudent and accompanist at Peabody, Baltimore, Md., will
take a limited number of students. Lear call at 27 or writ Box
84S, Clovis.

fjp
1

,"

1

iiiib""

'

SANTAFE ROAD
State Tax Commission Rescinds A
lion Allowing Lower Rata for
Santa Fe. Mora Tax Money.

ROAD IMPROVEMENT IN
LAMB COUNTY

,

"

im.. -

! Tl

11

cuiiuk-ihwiiuh-

j

j
.

M
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CUT IS DENIED

Regular Meeting
CLOVIS COMMANDERY
Will be held at Masonic Hall
Second and Fourth Friday
nights of each month.
at SiOO O'clock.
All Sir Knights residing in
this jurisdiction are invited.
P. A. LaShier, Recorder.

B-

Man-del-

I

i

assistance In looking BASEBALL CLUB
ISSUES STATEMENT
claims, and loss of baggage; assistWe are trying hard to give Clovis a
ance in getting certified copies of dis- good
baseball team and, to date, we
wound
charge papers, in obtaining
have been doing very well. We have
s
information
certificates,
and denth
won 11 of 18 games played, which is
to Victory medals.
a trifle better than CO';',. It takes
4. The Red Cr"ss will show vetmoney to run a ball club, just as it
applications
out
erans how to make
money to run anything else.
takes
for vocational training, w hether at
A good bail team advertises and
is
veteran
The
hospital.
in
or
8
hme
benefits your town directly and inadvised how to complete these
directly, just the same as other orrangemenls and how he can get
ganizations. Clovis has a live Chamcenters.,
training
portation to the
ber of Commerce, doing splendid
Families of veterans who have
work. Many people contribute to
(llt'(i tan ecurc the ht'ln of ih,c Ked
the support of the Chamber of Coin
DMI
nW ff " D
J
n..m t
"
mcrco, who take no active part in it,
claims for government Insurance a nd
d(me fcy
to
.
.
shose most interested.
advice nnd instructions as to the
Clovis hus a band that is famous
roturn of bodies from overseas.
all
pver this section of the country.
(J.
It is not necessary lor a vctcrnn
hen our neighboring towns tnuiK oi
to go to Washington to present his
government claims and requests. He " bnnd they think of the good bund
The result Is ad- i,nn,U nnlv to ask the Currv County we have in Clovis.
ni,..n(... u fh rinvi. Kpws vertising for Clovis. It has cost a
!,.,!
Jot of money to keep this bund going,
office, Clovis, N. M.
and muny people have contributed
towards its support who never played
BIRTHDAY PARTY
a note, but they wanted to help Clovis
Mrs. Charles N. Hardy delightfully anfl a good band is a wonderful thing,
entertained u numbei of children on so they gave their money, leaving the
Itist Friday afternoon in honor of actual work to someone else.
her daughter Marjorie's sixth birthClovis has several fine churches,
day.
The little guests Invited were: built mostly by public subscription.
Mary Margaret Callicott, Jean Chap- This is as it should be, for no coml,
man, Jo Marie Carmack, Pauline
munity can thrive without churches.
Chanie Katherine Miller, Doris Many people have helped to make the
Dillon, Pauline Duckworth, Martha building of these churches possible
McMurray, Elizabeth Johnson, Mary by their contributions.
People who
Bishop, do not go to church, regularly, if at
VcHterficId, Janie Wood
Betty Bishop, Anna Jean Campbell,' all, and have no religious affiliations,
Johnny May Luiknrt, Helen LuikBit, g ve their money cneertuny
mai
Gertrude Campbell, Hilda Wilson, churches may be built. These same
Louise Luikart, Jennie Luikart and people contribute to the preacher's
Junior Williams.
salary priaehcrs they never hear
Mrs. R. M. Bishop, Mrs. Harve and seldom see.
Campbell, and Mrs. Blackmore assistClovis is holding a big revival that
ed Mrs. Hardy in entertaining the is doing a lot of good, and many peochildren.
ple who have not been to a single
service have contributed toward its
support because they are convinced
tW much good will be done and they
want to help.
Clovis has, and will continue to
have, a good county fair. This fair
is made possible by the contributions
of men who have no direct interest in
farming. Hut they are interested in
Clovis and Curry County, so they put
up their money and let those directly
interested do the work.
And so it is with the bull team. We
neither hope nor expect everyone to
be interested in base ball, hut we do
want you to admit that it will kVp
your town before the public und we
hope that you are willing to pay
something towards its support. Any
kind of baseball costs some money,
and good haschull costs more money,
and we want the kind of a team that
you can all be proud of. We don't
expect to win all the games, but we
do want the, team that beats us to
know that they hae been to a ball
game.
Many of our people are contributing a monthly sum to the support of
the baseball teum, and we want
everyone who is willing to help to do

after Liberty Bonds, back pay, bonus

Although it is nearly three years their dittllhilitv ift Hli fn nr ntrtruva- since the armistice was signed, the ed by war service, and (2) that others
Americun Red Cross finds that the are dependent upon them, may secure
compensation from the
number of disabled
men In
or medical treatment
need of help is constantly increasing.
The Red Cross is charged with the where it is needed. The Red Cross
act as agent to help veterans fill
obligation of helping these men just will
.
- ....
as it was during the war, but often it out application uianKs, and prepare
led
dota
affidavits and see that they
has difficulty in reaching them. Ceri he
tain service is available to them from reacn we proper authorities.
Chapter!
the Red Cross and from the Govern-nien- t. secretary at the Red Cross
It is theirs for the asking. The at Clovis will help them do this.
2.
In cases where veterans are
Curry County Red Cross Chapter at
Clovis will be glad to assist in ob- sent to hospitals, the Red Cross is
able to perform these services: (1)
taining these rights.
see that the man gets transportation
The Clovis News has been asked by
to the hospital to which he is asthe Red. Cross to help
men
signed: (2) follows up condensationget what is due them by publishing a
al claims pending with the Bureau of
brief outline of the service the gov- War Risk
Insurance; (3) files his
ernment and the Red Cross are preapplication for vocational training.
pared to give them.
3. The Red Cross home service
1.
Compensation and medical strives to give veterans help in folmedical service. Veterans who can lowing up claims for compensation,
furnish affidavits showing (1) that assistance in reinstating and convert- -

j

$7.00 PER YEAR

ing Insurance;

RED GROSS WANTS TO

jI

Paner of U. 8. Land Office
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HELP

Official

,

The County

Mule-sho-

Just how much this will benefit
Curry County is not yet known, according to County Assessor 'George
Roach, but it is probable that the
within the county will be Increased over last year. Figures on
the previous valuation allowed for
1921, were $2,542,040, a decrease
of $4,318 as compared to 1920 taxes.
It now seems likely that the county
will he allowed to raise the assessment more than $5,000 over the pre
vious valuation ordered for 1021.
val-nati-

news-gather-

Wh'le the fo!ks In many cities are
preparing to set their clocks nhend
to save daylight, some men are said
to be going to set theirs buck so os
to get in move moonshine. Kiowa
(Colo.) Divide Review.
Try a C'ovis Now

pj

Ctr.ssliied Ad.

Regular Communication.
A. F. & A M.
Next Tuesday Night
P. A. La Shier, Secretary

WANTED)
To trade first class farm prop- erty far dwellings or business
buildings.
dwelling
To trade a close-i- n
for one some way out with more
than one lot.
Liebelt lots to sell on your
own terms.
THE SCHEURICH AGENCY
"Wo Know How.'l

jj

July 5th

J. R. DENHOF
REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST
15 Years Experience
Latest, Most
Equipment
All Work fluaranteod
DENHOF JEWELRY COMPANY
Up-to-Da- te

so.

B argains Every Day

Let Us Save You!

If you are willing to give so much
a month it will assist us materially,
if you care to make a contribution
outright we will be mighty glad to
get it.
Even if it's only a dollar we can
use it. If enough of you will give a
dollar apiece we can do the things we
would like to do.
Send or bring your money to J. C.
Nelson, vice president of the Clovis
National Bank, who is treasurer of

Those harsh words

See

PORTALES BEATS CLOVIS
BY SCORE OF 12 TO

RETREADING,
VULCANIZING

3

The "disastrous event" did happen,
publicity of
just as the
s
of the valley prethe
dicted, and Porta les won over Clovis
by a score of 12 to 3 on the Por
tales diamond Inst Friday afternoon.
In preparing for the event Portales
imported Macon of Alumorgodo, a
hefty southpaw who formerly operat
ed with the Kansas City Blues. Good
win's long homer in the first irnlr.g
was the only earned run, while the
Potato Boys hammered Victor and
Diamond mercilessly.
d

X

1

and
TUBE REPAIRING

onion-raiser-

Mr. James Smock returned from a
visit to Iowa Monday and stopped off
in Clovis enroute to his home in

(!!!!)

And Money

the baseball club.
Yours for a bigger Clovis and a
belter Base Ball Club.
Clovis Base Ball Club.

The Store of Quality

tx

H. M. Warren, who lives in the Jordan community north of Melrose, wax
a Clovis visitor Saturday. Mr. Warren says his neighborhood has been
visited by eighteen rains since the
The
13th of May and that crop conditions
who reported
Some grain will be
"several million are excellent.
people idle nnd looking for work" is cut In that locality next week, Mr.
drawing on his imiginntion. They are Warren says.
idle.
merely
(Okla.)
McAlister,
Try a Clovis News Classified Ad.
O unrdinn.

Will Last Until

the big poster for prices

of

nresent time the traffic between Lubbock and Farwell passes north thru
Olton to Farwell, but when the Bailey
County Commissioners build the rond
from the Lamb County line to
the heavy tourist traffic between New Mexico and Lubbock will
nil pass through Muleshoe and put
that enterprising town on the high
way map.
The enterprising citizens
of Littlefield will hnve a grand barbe
cue there on Saturday, July 2nd
under the auspices of the American
Legion which extends a special request to all
men to be
their guests on that dny. Clovis peo-- !
pie nre especially invited to attend.

()

We can save you money.

Commissioners

Lamb County who recently completed
a splendid highway from the Lubbock
County line through! Littlefield to
Sudun last week, let an additional
contract of seven miles from Sudan
to the Bailey County line. At the

Curry County will be directly affected by the order of the State Tax
Commission, Monday, which cancel
a previous order allowing a lower tax
rate for the Santa Fe Railway Co. In
New Mexico. Other railroads in the
state wore denied the decrease in
rates, and In addition, the Santa F
rolling stock and equipment and supplies were raised more than $2,000,-00- 0.

All Work Guaranteed

1

CLOVIS FILLING

STATION I

PHONE 374
Free Service Car

North Main Street

THE CLOVIS NEWS,

Summer Is Here!
)o

ft
().

1311,

Wn.t.rn

Let us help you lighten your house cleaning by
laundering your draperies, blankets, comforts and
bedding.

HINTS

most sensible way.

It saves you

time

and worry. It costs you very little.

N.w.ppr

Unlun.)

IJfe'e Symphony-T- o
bo llmnkful
for each n(jw day and to put Into It
and to not out of It all tho good 1 can.
To ulvo. expecting nothing- In return,
to help to bear the bunleni of otheri
without burdening them with mine,
to know enough of sorrow to be able
to aymputhlie, to know enough of ln
to direct otheri Into right paths.
Catherine C Jenney.

away with the hot, dreary toil of washday.

It's the

THURSDAY, JUNE 23. 1921.

AND, RECIPES.

How many cooks Snd It worth whll
save a cupful of griddle cake bat
- o-m- y,
ter? it is easier to throw
It Into the garbage can
than to plan a way of
using even one-hal- f
cupful.
When eggs, milk
and flour hove been used
In the preparation
of
cukes, even a little waste
la an extravagance. Very
nice niulflni fur to
lunch may be made of the batter, addBefore you're a day older from bite and parch (cut
ing more milk, flour, baking powder
you want to let the idea slip out by our exclusive pat-ente- d
or soda, and a half dozen fluffy light
inuhins will not be wasted for they
process) are a revethis
under your
may he wanned over for another meal
lation to the man who never
and be almost as good as the fresh
is the open season to
ones.
could get acquainted with a
something
a
A most delicious loaf or loaves of
A. has made a
pipe!
some
brown bread may be prepared from
pipe a thing of joy to four
leftover griddle cuke batter. Add an
Prince Albert!
egg. more milk, sour or sweet, with
men where one was smoked
baking
soilu and
powder a little of
a
Because,
pipe
packed
before!
each Is good; add molasses, a few
raisins, two cupfuls of
d
with
Albert satisfies
Ever roll up a cigarette
stale bread and one cupful each of
a man as he was never satisgralium and cum meal ; mlx'well, addwith
Albert? Man,
ing a little Hour, If needed, to make
fied before and keeps him man
got a
a drop batter; put to steam In one-pouPrinct Albtrt It
And, you can
coffee cans tightly covered aftcoming your way!
told in loppy nd
bog 9 , tidy red tine,
er greasing them well and filling two-thirit!
prove
Why
A.'s
hamfiome pound
a
full,
Steam two to three
mnd hail pound tin
Humidor and in tho
or live hours In a tireless cooker with
flavor and fragrance and smoke; we tell you
a
elj
water well up the shies of the cutis,
rmniideryttol
or with
coolness
and
its
freedom
peach!
A hot stone placed In the cooker adds
tpongt matitonar
greatly to the heat, otherwise remove
tho kettle nnd boll again after It has
been In for nn hour or two. When the
trend Is steamed remove the covers
Copyrltht 1321
by R J. Rayiiolaa
and Mil the cans Into the oven to dry
Tot.cco Co.
,
nnd finish cooking. A half-hou- r
Wln.lnn-Sal.nlIn a
N.C.
moderate oven Is time enough.
Coconut Meringues.
Reat the whites
of two eggs very stiff; add slowly half
teiiMpoonful of sugar and continue
beating until
of a cupful
NOTICE OF SUIT
4th day of June, 1021.
has been added.
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
Now odd one-hal- f
sugar,
cupful of
o few grains of salt.
OF ADMINISTRATOR
J. C. NELSON.
To the defendants, W. F. Faulk and
. it.n.i
two tonsnnimrnlfi nf pIpo ft,,,,,
Administrator,
'with one cupful of shredded coconut. Nora Faulk:
In the Probate Court of Curry
Shape the mixture In rounds on a tin
You will, hereby take notice that a County, New Mexico.
lined with light brown paper nnd hake suit has been filed and is now pending
In the mater of the estates of W.
In a siow oven until well browned.
in the District Court of Curry County, Wismiller, deceased, and Effie M.
New Mexico, in which H. G. SpringWismiller, deceased.
News Classified Ads bring results.
field and" C. F. Wells arc plaintiffs,
Public notice is hereby given that
Try them and be convinced.
and in which you the said W. F. Faulk the undersigned, J. C. Nelson, was, on
BUILDING
and Nora Faulk, his wife, together the 3rd day of June, 1921, duly ap
with R. L. Thomas, L. M. Wood and pointed administrator de bonis non of
J. F. Sellers, are defendants, said the estate of W. Wismiller, deceased,
cause being numbered 1787 on the and special administrator
of the
Civil Docket of said Court.
estate of Effie M. Wismiller, deceasCourt Home., School Buildings,
You will further take notice that
ed, by the Probate Court of Cirry
Hotel, and Other Public Buildings.
the objects of said suit as stilted in County, New Mexico.
the first cause of action, are as folAll persons having or holding any
lows: To recover judgment against claim against said estates, or either
Years of experience In arecting
in
said defendants
the sum of of them are required to file the same public building!.
$l,C07.r,0 and the further sum of with the County Clerk of said county
$1G0.7!
as attorney
foe
nnd and to present the same within the
Construction Work of all kind..
costs of suit on account of a certain time required by law, or the same will
prommissory note executed by C. J. be barred.
See ma at Avalon Hotel.
Hurford and Cora Hurford on thy
Dated at Clovis, New Mexico, this

Me-

i

how you'll take to
a pipe and P. A.!

The Clovis Steam Laundry
PHONE 43

start
with joy'us
jimmy pipe and

La
FARM

AND FIELD SANITATION.

tive.

Where there are very thin patches

Every progressive town has its of wheat or volunteer wheat which
"'Clean-Up- "
day or week. Saniliition will not he cut for grain, the grain
L just as necessary for the farm as should be destroyed, or fields where
it is for the city and prevention of there is liable to he volunteer grain,
live stock disease and live stock para- should be cultivated to prevent the
sites. Great care must he taken to growth of the grain. The green bugs

to

Veep the farms clean and to deinsects by cleaning up any trash

live over on the volunteer grain from
the present crop until the new crop
anmund the premises and ly disen-fi-ctin- is growing.
If all volunteer grain
and weeds in the fields are destroyed
For successful crop raising this the insects will likewise be destroyed
Hani! at ion must be carried to the and the dumage to the next crop will
Tii'lds in order to protect the farm be prevented.
Each community should put on a
crops. Kvery HRlicultural section is
xncnaeed with some kind of insect and campaign for encouraging every
care must be taken to prevent them. wheat farmer to destroy all volunteer
IPVevention is possible while a cure grain and trash within the fields.
fa often impossible after there is a These precautions are necessary In

stroy

licnvy infection.
The scare in retard to the green
fciiRS in Curry County has vanished in
r
Sraeticnlly all localities but the
i
not past. Many of the green
bogn are present in the wheat fields
Yet and if they are allowed to do so,
(!) live through and damage and destroy the wheat crop next year. This
destruction or damage can be prevented and farmers must begin to
Jun now to make their fight effec

hat that

any agricultural country and they
must be followed here for successful
agriculture.

dan-Rv-

SUCH

A STRAIN

You don't know how nervous I was
when I proposed to you."
"You don't know how nervous I
was until you did."
Amnrillo Daily News and the Clovis
News for $7.20 a year.

P.

Prince

satisfied!

P.

Prince
but you've
party
Talk about
cigarette
it's

imkwm
the national joy smoke

P. F. WHITE
CONTRACTOR

.4

Attention, Farmers

11th day of September, Vrh), for the

sum of $1500.00 payable to the order
of said plaintiffs, due on or before
the 11th day of March, 1021, bearing

interest nt the rate of ten per cent
per annum from date until paid, the
payment of which said note was assumed by said defendants.
To foreclose n certain mortgage
executed ly the said C. J. HurfAid
and Cora Hurford, his wife, conveying the following described real estate
situate in Curry County, New Mexico, to secure said note,
The
SE i of Section 17, in Twp. 3, N.,
Range 26, E.
To recover from said uefendants
the sum of $.10.00 paid by plaintiffs
to cover an installment of principal
and interest due on a certain mortgage given by I.. B. Mnxey and Bessie
Muxey, his1 wife, to the Federal Land
Bank of Wichita, Kansas, conveying
said real estate, the payment of which
said amount was assumed by said defendants.
That Patton & Hatch, whose post
office and business address is Clovis,
New Mexico, are attorneys for

We understand that the news has been
irculated that we were closing our office in
Clovis, and that we were not going to be on

the market to buy broom corn this year.
For your information, we have never had
any intention of closing our office or not
buying broom corn in Eastern N. M., and
the Texas Plains, as we have for the past
12 years, so do not let any misleading s
hinder you from planting Broom
Corn as you may rest assured of a reacy
market at the market prices, quality considered, as you have always received in the
past.
Yours very truly,
ate-men-

"3

a

iin
kw bim

t:

ts

You will further take notice that
unless you enter your appearance in
said suit, or plead or answer therein,
on or before the 14th day of July,
1021, judgment by default will be
rendered against you in the sum hereinbefore named, and said mortgage
and lien will be foreclosed, and plaintiffs will apply to tho court for the
relief prayed for in said compliant.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of said court, this the 1st day of June,
1021.

(SEAL)

DANIEL BOONE,
County Clerk.

Sold only

by dealers

give tire mileage
at the lowest cost
in history

30 x 02
NON-SKI- D

RED-TO-

P

CORD

$15.00 $22.00 $27.50
Reduction on all styles and sizes

.MANY COMBINES

L

UIMEY

John F. Smithson says that seven
teen combine harvester and thresh
ing machines have been brought into
the Grady country to harvest and
thresh this year'a big grain crop.

BROOM CORN COMPANY
CLOVIS, N. 1.1.

1
'

News Classified Ads bring results.

A New Low Price on a
Known and Honest Product

T HE CI.OVIS

TuiiBcny

!EWS.

.''.'"Vr T?

SNAP SHOTS
(Dallus News)

BRIGHT AS THE j

The

rending

fur ads are what

we cull hot

.

4
As we understand it, chorus ghi's
of boom times is when Khe can
afford to many for love.

STAR OF LOVE !

liquor
Our observation
is that
makes a foul of the kind of man
whi is fool enough to fool with it.

T ITjY
I

What hag become of the oldfa3h-ionewoman who was afraid for her
daughter to be exposed to night air?

d

Did you ovor stop to figure out j ust what it takes to make a
REAL DANK in any community? Here's something to think

Sometimes it looks like our richest
men will have to be exempted from
their taxes if they are to keep up their
alimony.

GIFTS THAT LAST

about.

STRENGTH

Percy Noodles says that when he
told ihe capitalist's daughter she was
cheated in buying her bathing suit
she said maybe so, but she tried to
get the least she could for her money.

Bright and ever beautiful "Gifts That Last" $
are cherished from generation to generation, for J

NOTICE OF

FIRST

SAL- -.

Notice is hereby given that by virtue of a final judgment entered by the
District Court of Curry County, New
love I
Mexico, on the Oth day of June, 1921,
in Cause No. 17C1, in favor of Hatley
Hatley, plaintiffs, against Julia
We are offering a wide variety of interesting J Gonwlas, defendunt, therein, for the
with interest therein
sum of
gifts, attractively priced, for June brides.
will $ at six per cent per annum, and all
costs of suit and foreclosing the atprofit you to make an early selection!
J tachment lien in 6aid cause against
the following described property,
One bay horse, two years old,
one buggy and one set of leather harness,
and ordering same to be sold by the
sheriff of this county to satisfy said
judgment, I will on the 9th day of
July, 1921, nt the front door of the
SANTA FE WATCH INSPECTORS
Court House in Clovis, New Mexico,
at 2:00 o'clock p. m., offer for sale
and sell to the highest bidder for cafh
the above described property.
S. D. DEAN,
Sheriff of Curry County, N. M.
Mr. Roy Hnrtzog, who formerly
lived in the Pleasant Hill community, SCOUTS APPRECIATE
PLEASANT HILL ITEMS
was killed by a passenger train at
ASSISTANCE GIVEN
He hail relaSwo'.'t'.vater, Thurdi:y.
The Boy Scouts of America, Clovis
tives and fri:nds here.
t
Hill singing class was
Mr. G. W. Hyde and C. H. PeLozier Troop No. 2, desire to express in this
The
way their appreciation of the gifts
Well represented at the Singing Con- have pui'chr.wd a new header.
of their friends in Clovis which made
vention last Sunday.
"Daffy."
possible their recent camp at Blue
Air. Little who ha been living in
News Classified Ads bring results. Springs near Carlsbad.
Clovis has recently moved back to
When the business men knew that
Plcamnt Hill.
rethe buys planned to go to camp a
Mr. Goodman anil daughter
number of them helped liberally, and
TEXAS WONDER
turned home Wednesday from Oklahoma where they have been visiting for kidney and bladder troubles, gTav- when, becuuse of the weather, it
necessary to go by train, therefriends and relatives. They report a tl, weak and lame back, rheumatism
fine time.
and irregularities of the kidneys and oy greatly increasing the expense,
Misses Olga and Leah Carter who bladd;r in both men and women. If every man approached seemed willing
have been visiting their aunt here, not sold by your druggist will be tent to do his utmost In a financial way
returned Sunday to their home in oy mail on receipt of (1.25.
One that the boys might have their trip.
We also wish o express our ap
Grady.
small bottle often cures. Send for
The Singing School closed Saturday sworn testimonials. Dr. E. W. Hs'.i preciation of the kindness of the manf
hns certainly 2926 Olive St.. St. Louis, Mo. Sold agers in giving to the Scouts
night. Prof. Welch
of the proceeds oil the recent base
placed PleuMint Hill on the map.
by druggisti.
ball game between the Kiwanis Club
and Juhnson's Band. It helps us to
know that the business men are behind us and appreciate our
The boys had a pleasant trip tint!
their only regret was that because of
the union meeting in progress at
and for other reasons, it was
home,
W. R. HAWKINS, Mgr.
necessnry to close the camp in a week
instead of the ten days as originally
planned.
We pay cash for all Poultry, Eggs and Cream.
Again we thank you. We believe
money invested in boys will bring
that
Prompt service
all times.
the greatest dividends, and, as work- j eri among boys we solicit your con
Bring your produce to us. We pay market prices. X tinued cooperation and hearty sup
port.
Signed for the Boy Scouts of
X
Next Door to Austin & Co. Store
America, Clovis Troop No. 2.
Chas, D. Poston, Scoutmaster.
Clovis, N. M.

their own beauty and utility, and for their import of

t

'''s

las a larPe Capital and Surplus
in "CLASS A" in the Federal
stands
It
Reserve System. Its Stockholders and Directors are
all successful business men and are among the
strongest. We also have the hacking y.i the COMMENCE TRUST COMPANY, the hm est hank in
Kansas Citv. "WE ALWAYS CARRY A liKAVY
mik

$125,(XX).(X).

CASH

f

RESERYE."

ABILITY

It

SECOND

Strength doesn't count without ahi1;ty. We are
aide and willing at all times to care for th. necessary
demands of our customers. This hank L.-- always
stood for the things that are right and best for the
s

--

community.

Denhof Jewelry Co.

)

APPRECIATION
THIRD

t

,

business, no matter how
small it may be, and shall at all times try to show
that we do. (live us your account, if it's only TEN
DOLLAR'S, it gets us better acquainted and when
you need a favor you'll find us ready to help you.

nl)lm'i;l

)'011r

...

First National Bank

--

Y

J

t:

CLOVIS N. M.

Garments from which soap is not
To remove stains from furniture,
removed are eaaily scorched in iron- - first remove varnish, then apply
g.
NEWS
jalie ac'd one teaspoonful to one pint
of water. If this bleachea the wood
i
Try a Classified Ad for results, too much the color may be brought
Everyone is busy now as the weeds '
by rubbing with weak amonia.
j
are about to outgrow the crops.
First horseless and now predicted
Mrs. Paiknet left Saturday morn- cow less.
That is what has become of
ing for her home in Oklahoma, after j
'the wild West. Nogalea (Arir..),
a few months' visit with her father,! Mrney hack without qumtwn
Times.
if HUNTS GUAR AN l uKD
Mr. Podson.
SKf'l
M.MliUIfc.S
Our new neighbors, Mr. and Mis. 'Munt'BSiiU-in- d
R"urt'.iBil in
A Newark, N. J.,
'he
j
tt Itt h, Lrrc'nn,
collar button;
Cregg and family, were visitors atj ftii;i'W4rni,Tciterorn(hrt
it
maker
cannot be found.. Maybe
(Um
Try
and'
Mr.
ttiir
ii
Sunday school Sunday, al?o
tr tf?ttnt at our i.i.k.
under
some
bureau.
Burlington
Mrj. Kelly ami family. We were glad
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.
(Vt.) News.
they
hope
wi'.h
us
and
to have them
j
will attend regularly.
Berness Malicoat and Hemy
zzxzzzz:
Bowman epent Sunday with
Delinns and Puul Hopper.
I!.
We have postponed the Children's
Day Exercises as everyone is so bupy,
with their crops and the children are
needed at home,
Mrs. Abbott and son and Miss
Mossie Wolfenbarger and sister and
a
jiiu uujiiviiL iui yvu io come 10 H
children left last week for Belen
Murray's when you want a cood sandwich, a Vint Mm H
where Miss Mossie and sister w.ll
make their home with Mrs. Abbott
of cocoa, a cold drink or a box of the best candv on 3
ll. e
the present.
for
News Classified Ad.
in
marKei.
Mr. and Mrs. Travis Montgomery
For Murray has them nil, together with the
were calling on Miss Maggie Hopper
cleanest place and the best service in town.
Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Akers and fanvly
Knent Sunday ut the Gentry home.
Mr. and Mm. Hipper and daughhi
ters, Maggie and Junnita, motored
morning.
Sunday
Havener
to
Who was it that had a rabbit barbecue Sunday? Look out rabbits.
"Slim"
ok-in-

MOYE-SUNRIS- E

1

one-hal-

W'i:-k-

Golden

Rule Produce Go. i

'
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X

Try a
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Every Inducement
c.ijr

1

Clr-vi-
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LET'S GO TO

"Here is Your Check"

.

0

Is that what you say when paying a bill? Or
do you simply "go through your pockets" in an effort to scare up the necessary amount?
The man who saves and banks his savings with
us never has to dig down into every pocket in order
to pay a bill.
He simply writes out a check, and the money is
always in the bank to meet it.
Have YOU a savings and checking account with
us?
It's a mighty good habit. Why not start it with,
out further delay?

OVER INDULGENCE

M
1.1

B!
Hi
Hi

Clovis National Bank
THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES

It was a slovenly but
household.
"What shall we give the baby for
his birthday present?" asked Ma.
"Oh," returned Pa, not bothering
to take his feet from under the dinner
table, "we might wash the window
and let him see the street car go by."
kind-hean.- d

n

i

ij

J

MANY

TOURISTS

Due to the flooded conditions of
the roads through the northern part
of the state and in Colorado, there
has been a constant stream of auto
touring' parties through Melrose the
past week. Cne 'ravelling man stated he met fifty cars o;i :!:( Abo Pass
httween Mdrose and Ft. Sum..c.-dathis week. Melrose Messenger.
Yellow or iron spots in clothes are
often caused by soap suds combined
with bluing in the rinse water.

Murray's Gonfectionory
Slaughter Murray, Prop.
--

.:i5ai3artixxaxnr

NOTICE !
t

Ed McDanicl, who operates Ed's Restaurant at
Melrose has taken, charge of the Antlers Hotel dining room and will serve three good meals a day,
family style, at reasonable rates. (.Jive him a trial.
Serve Fish Every Friday.
Chicken Every Sunday.

Ed McDaniel
.m Li
4

'
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Our little town is at present en- in making some streets.
Let
the stood work go on!
Curiy County's sheriiff, Mr. Dean,
wns in Texico last Tuesday attending
to mattem of the law.
Several from here went to Hollene
lust Sunday. All report a great time.
The Methodist Church here is
for a big revival that starts
Inly 10th if not otherwise announced.
Rev. Jones, presiding elder of the
Rnswell district will be here for the
uitire meeting.
The Senior Leauue of the Methodist
Church will give a social at the church
Friday night.
We aro glad to report that Mrs.
N'athe Harding is rapidly returning
'o perfect health after all efforts
f'thu doctors had failed to cheek a
'icge of typhoid fever. Upon advice
f phycinns she went south, and soon
he was improving.
We heard a fellow say the other
lay that
will soon
:ii.ve a bakery. No particulars have
'ieen learned, but wc welcome any
business that will help the town.
Our most efficient road overseer,
Mr. Thompson is making a special
'ffort to build some good road leading
o Tcxh'o. At present he is building a
'o. 1 bridjro on the Fr'o draw near
"leas.'int Hill. The grading tools
a few days aeo and the road
work will begin soon,
do the limit,
Mr. Tliomp'on, we need the roiub
We'll rnmr again soon if you den't
We are very busy just now.
mind.
KiiRi'd

'

j

IP
Surely we will make good on your dry goods
and furnishing needs.
der

If

we had n oilier reason wi would do so in
to got your trade in oilier lines.

or-

The Quality of

SUNLIGHT FLOUR
Is a guarantee of its strengthening
properties.
It's THE best. It's
MADE at home. Isn't that enough?

.

Texico-Farwe-

You see ye have a double incentive for making
good, and we will always stretch a point to the extreme limit to satisfy our customers.

urn.

1

n.

SB

1

1

We Want Your Grain

Cramer Mill and Elevators Co.

ur-iv-

3

'

IF IT'S THE BEST IT'S SUNLIGHT
Clovis, New Mexico

DON'T FORGET.

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
Jv local appllcntlt.nl. n liny cannut r. Jili
"
portion ol Hi
TliiU' ii
only one way lu curu
iuirrh:il KafiMi,
ni that la by a c nitiiiutloi'ui ivmcly.
,
iarrhal iMilnm la
i.y an
condition i.f ihi in n iua llMnx . (
In,- Euaiachlnn Tuh,
Wh. n ihi tub.- i.
Inlturm-tyou havo a runiiMttit; aounU or
tamriiif. nn.l when II !
nilr.iy
lofd. Ivnfn.m li ih. mull, t'nlm II, o
irillamrnvtirm can bo r.ilurni and Una tuot,
lo lit norm.il i.imlltl n. hairing
b
deitroyca I r.ver. M'my cnaia of
drafni'H aro cau.vrt by catarrh, which la
v am
Inflamed condition of the inticoua
i.
Hail't faiarrh MnlirliiH acta thru
In blood on the mucotia aurfacca of the

..

olciiii

r"riu

natirn.
Wo
ny

will elv ('
Hundred
of Catarrhal Umtm

nn

pollare for
that

t cured by Hall a catarrh Mrdlclnt.cannot
Clr.
culara free. AM I'ruatliie. ne.
r. 3. CHENEY
CO.. To'do. 0.

TEXICO NEWS BRIEFS

No, it ditln't wash us uway, but it
ruinvd so nnii'h Ihiit wo just w.iMn'i
Anyway, wo welcome tin
Ki't out.
downpours, for tlicy happened lit tlv
riuht time.
Farmer nre very bii.iy fiyhtinir tlv
weeils, while those who have wheat
Wheat
imp niepatiiiR for luirvi .4.
promises to make pretty Rood.

That we are he.:iltinri :rs for all Chitwood were in Clovis
Some few from this community at- one day hist cf grain to Clovis Monday.
hiils of field and garden seeds.
week.
Little Willie Sheridan vislUs Sat- - tended the singing convention at Hol-urdJust in n fine lot 3' early seed
Mrs. Chambers visited Mrs. Scarnight at the home of uncle, W.i It ne and report it a grent success.
Vitatnps, Texas Red rust proof oats borough Sunday.
H. Stout, of Clovis.
Curry County sure has some singers.
hat havo been reeleaned, home grown
Remember the protracted meeting
town Silver Mine seed corn.
which commence
Saturday night.
M. E. Stout was in Clovis on busiChick and chicken feed. Expect a
upply of oyster shell, grit and char-n- a ness Wednesday.
I.
D. O. Rutherford had the misforTHR W!T.i.H. PATISON SRF.D CO tune of having his barn and feed
Old Mexico Commission House.
burned one evening last week.
Hnrdie Rutherford of Grody was
Hulking calls Sunday in their ,ncw

F. G. Von Wolff

"sunersix"
RUTH ITEMS

Seaborn place.
.Mr. G. C. Scai borough took a load

?

Real Service!

SIX

GILLETTE
BLADES

We are now feeding more
people than at any time we
hove been in the restaurant
business in Clovii. There it a
reason for thii. We are giving
o
our patrons the very best
service and plenty of good
things to eat.

HOLDER

$1.25
PREPAID

OPEN ALL NICHT
new

The funnel's are busy as bees wilh
'he fanning since the splendid rn'n.t.
'hough most all are thwuirh planting
E. D. JENKINS
and making prenuiv tions for whent
harvest winch will soon be here.
Dray and Transfer
A. B Hickman has brought his
Scavenger Man
eo'n h'luler out nml is sett'nc it up.
Mr. Clumber? wrs in Clovis last
Clean-uand Trash Hauling
week nnd purchased n heailer.
Quick Service and Treat You Right
R. R. Sheridan if hauling wheat fir
CLOVIS, N. M.
Tom Hillis this week to Clovis.
Mr. M. Cook from Texas has moved
Thone 23
on tlv Cox place. We are glad to
see so many new coiners,
T. B. Stout and his grandson, Rob
S PILLS
ert Stout, from Oklahoma, are visit-in- c CHICHESTER
DBA Nik.
A
au jroiirtifi.tfr
jyiJK f hl.rhw.tcra
relative" at his place.
IhRMnnd Hrandi
I'llU is Kr4 tud UId mmllkV
Mrs. Walter Sheridan nnd Miss Iva
boies, ictlcd
llh lib R'.Utb.

Saliifaction Guaranteed
or Money Refunded

icy of keeping

V

Clovis Marble Works

i VARRENITE

fat. Askf
irM irVM.TrHl
for t&
ONU MHAM
M ytars known hot, Sifttt. Uivi ktli!
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS
VERlnHRE

FILL,

u

MARBLE AND
GRANITE WORK

Remit by Money Order or Cash.
(No Stamps)

K'

Frad Razor Co.

On

- BITULITKIC

General Offices Albuqurque
Branch Offices: Clovis and Las Vegas

I

CP

"

prepared nnd am filling
W. O. W. Monument Contracts.
I am now

Open All Night

r

.

PAVING CONTRACTORS

i

THIS OFER FOR A LIMITED
TIME ONLY

Ogg&Boss Cafe

r

w

t

j flew iviexico construction tompany

lhtr. hmr r rnap

pol-

B

Rear Farmers State Bank

!tiir

In Attractive Case

our ristaurant
open all night. Thii will give
the whtat haulers a chance to
get something to eat no matter
how late they are in getting in
at nignt of how early they want
to get out in the morning.

We do Contracting Work

p

with

;.os-sibl-

We have adopted

I

Wall Paper and Paint

where?

Mr. Tom Hillis has purchased the

;

J. DWIGHT

1475 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY

J

I!

West Grand Avenue

"

Announcement
Further Reduction m Price of
v

:
:

!

i

Ford Cars and Trucks:

Touring, with starter
Runabout, with starter
oupe

....

....

Sedan

$604
$557
$822

a ionic

R

For Women

K

"I was hardly able to drag, 1
was so weakened," writes Mrs.
W. F. Ray, of Easley, S. C.
"Tl doctorlreatcd me for about
two months, still I didn't gel
any bctler. I had a large family and felt I surely must dc
something to enable me to take
care of my little ones. I hau
heard of

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
F0ED TON TRUCK CUTS DELIVERY COSTS
Tin Fi ii'il O'ic-T'.Truck 1ms cut "lc!ivciT osls" fr
ii

irous-nisd-

s

fV.nuci-sfrirtoiics,"
of litisiiicss hiiu.-crat i
etc.
T!u'iis;ui(ls (if owners attest tn its economy of dpcri'tioii and
Tlicy call tlio Ford a real "necessity" in tlieir business.
Ask us for a copy of tbe "Ford A business Utility." lfead what
pleased owners say. It will cost you notliinr.
s,

,

-

)

maln-teiiaiic-

r)
i

I in I

l'uilt of ton1i Ford Steel with the
tor transmitting power to the aluminum-bronz-

CARDUl!

$890

Tha Woman's Tonic X

$606

"I decided to try It,"
Mrs. Ray . . , "1 took
eight bottles in all
I regained my strength and have
had no more trouble with womanly weakness. I have ten
children and am able to do all
my housework and a lot out1 can sure recomdoors
mend CarduL"

Ford

ever-dependab- le

mo-

with
demountable rims and pneumatic' tires, front and rear, together
with the mechanical simplicity, have helped to give tho Ford Ton
Truck the lowest possible operating and maintenance? cost. It is
the lowest priced one-to- n
motor truck on the market. Add to these
e
practical merits our
organization, wliich insures
every truck owner of genuine Ford parts and skilled Ford mechanics, so that the Ford Truck need never be out of service.
To sum up:
Serviceability, flexibility, power, durability,
lowest first operating costs, service, all together, are the Ford
qualities which cut down expense and will help you cut yoxir
"delivery costs."
e

worm-driv-

e,

after-servic-

Truck
f . o . b . !ovis

Jones & Lindley
Operating Highway Garage

4.Jt'!'''

es

...

I

...

JONES & LINDLEY, Operating Highway Garage

Take CarduJ oday. It nay
be jiut what you" need.
'1

At all druggists.
EM

W
4

L
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Farmers of Curry and Adjoining Counties

rn
,., i.

r--i

That Lane & Sons Grain Co. are yet in business at the same
location here in Clovis, New Mexico f
We may look small and we may be classed by some as dwarf 3, but we claim to be unusually loud and have
tried to toot our horn so the sound would be unmistakably heard by every soul within several hundred miles of our
homeside and place of business. We believe that we have teen successful, for the bread we have cast upon the waters
has returned to us one hundred fold, not all in money, but good, honest, pleased customers. We have only been in your
midst a short one year. We came here strangers without friends or customers. We are today shipping a3 much
grain as some of our much larger grain firms. We are very thankful for this and know we are indebted to the
farmers of Curry and adjoining counties for this success, fcr which we thank each one a thousand times. '
Within a few days we will be harvesting one of the largest wheat acreages in the history of our State, the
price being so low, we know that thousands of acres will be harvested without any profit. On account of the low
price , we only expect a very small profit this season. Some one, we know not who, got most cf cur last summer's
profit. This happened last fall and winter, and it happened so fast, thick and quick that the Lord abr.ve only knows
just how it did happen. But we, like you, escapod with our lives, and here we are this season better prepared to
take care of your grain than ever before.
While our machinery is practically new, we have looked it over very carefully and replaced old worn pieces
with new. Say, listen, did you ever sea a bee hive? Was It not larger within than without? Now our elevator is
not so large, in fact one of the smallest in Clovis, but we have machinery that enables U3 to load 1500 bushels of
days, or one month. 390,000 bwfhels. So you
wheat in an hour; ten hours, or one dav, 15,000 bushels; twenty-sican see if our good Santa Fe Railroad System does not fall down this season like she did Lut, and can put the cars
to us, we will not be full up this season.
x

When We Say, "Put the Cars to Us," We Mean Clovis
Last summer, for some reason we know not why, the Santa Fe Railroad Company only allottee1. Clovis two
cars per day, to be distributed according to the size of your elevator. Ours being the smallest, we did not get
many cars. We did not condemn the Railroad Company for the distribution of cars according to capacity, but
we do know Clovis was entitled to mors than two cars per day.
Records will show that thousands of bushels of wheat went to other towns that Clovis should have received.
While we may be taking a fling at the' Rajlroad Company, we do not mean it at any official or employe here in
Clovis, and we wish to state publicly that we have been treated with as much courtesy by them as we are entitled to.
With the well organized Chamber of Commerce we have this season, which is the best asset to our town, we
are sure they are not going to stand in the background ard see Clovis allotted only two cars a day without making a howl that can and will be heard from Railroad System to Railroad System. And the officers of this organization are men who can and will do the best things for the most people.
As we said in the beginning, we tcot our own horn. One reason we toot it i3 because we have no one to toot
it for us. But our main reason is just simply this: we are tooting it for more business. Little Johnny said, "Ma,
I want a piece of pie.'" Ma said, "You can't have it." Johnny said, "I know it Ma, but I only said I wanted it."
We are not asking for pie, but business, in other w ords, GRAIN, GRAIN, GRAIN.
When you come to town
Riding on your grain
Jitney, truck or wagon
Will be all the same.
You know you did it once
Why not do the same
And make more money
By selling grain to Lane.

'

If we can't beat their prices
Will try just the same
But something awful could happen
If it were not for Lane.
We are talking for ourselves
Others can do the same

Trying to get the business
All to come to Lane's.

Your Friends,

Lane & Sons Grain Company
S. W. LANE, Manager

;

r"
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which will tend to remedy
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tntions of the powers of Congress in
enacting relief legislation.
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Aid for Exports.
Senator George N. Norris of Nebraska has introduced a bill
which provides for the creation of
$1,000,000,000 Federal Farmers' Export Financing Corporation to buy
Farm products in the United Stutes
and sell them abroad. He. declares
that farmers are entitled to this
credit from the Treasury Department,
for there was a net profit of
to $70,000,000 in the operation of the United States Grain Corporation and this money has never
been paid back to the producers. The
bill provides for the issuance of bonds
up to ten times the paid capital. The
Secretary of Agriculture and four
other directors to be appointed by the
President would control the corporation.
0

When you think of mileage tiling of this auto
Our vulcanizing makes good out on the road.
It makes you think you just about escaped paying
for a new tire when you find the old one so plump and
full of determined life. Our new tires have a
manner that will satisfy you.
shoj).

go-ahe- ad

Farm Bureau
Notes

growing sweet clover with good success.
If you are interested in trying sweet clover talk th matter over
with Mr. Adams when you see him,
he can give you information of great
value from his experience in growing
sweil clover.

The county agent has just recciv
Has your community sent in their
ed new
f government black
'A r.ow able to sup- - decision on what they consider the
leg vaccine
most satifactory wage for harvest
ply your needs.. Due to nn unexpected rush the county agent was out season and threshing season?
of vaccine for a few days.
The Farm Bureau in Waihington.
The resolution authorizing a
A new supply Jof government carsurvey of agricultural conditions
bon bisulphide for destroying pnvrie l.y u joint
committee of five senators
dogi Is being received by the county and five congressmen has been passed
gent.
by both the Senate and the House. It
provides that an investigation
be
Sweet Clover.
made in ninety days and that it inWith the good supply of moisture quire into the present condition of
agriculture, the difference between
t the soil the conditions are ideal for
urting sweet clover this year. It the prices of agricultural products
ill be worth while for a number of paid to the producer and the ultimate1
armers to try out a patch of sweet cost to the consumer, the comparative
lover. It has proved very success- conditions of industries: other than
ful in eastern New Mexico and it is agriculture, the relation of prices of!
Relieved will make a fine crop for commodties other than agricultural
products to such products, the bank- Curry County.
,
Nr. Chns. Adams from Union ing and financial resources and
bounty, who is helping with dairy credits of the country, especially as
fork in Curry County now, has had effecting agricultural credits, and the
great deal of experience with sweet marketing and transportation facili
lover. Mr. Adams has 80 acres of ties of the country. The committee!
Ine sweet clover on his farm in is instructed to include in its report!
legislation
for
Inion County and his neighbors are recommendations

f

i

We hope we never grow so small and our

busi-s-

o

large that we can't appreciate the human side of

our customers.

Dowell Roads Bill Moves Rapidly.
Two weeks ago the Senate passed
the rhipps Bill carrying an extension
of the appropriations already made
for roads to the states which need it
and readjusting the funds in those
states which have unappropriated
public lands constituting more than
5 per cent of the total land area.
This bill is before the House Committee on Roads which has been spending
many weeks considering the Dowell
Bill. The House Committee on June
fi decided to report out the Phipps
Bill with everything str'eken out ex
cepting the enacting elaMse and to
substitute the Doweil Bill with a few
slight amendment. When the House
votes on the bill it will go to conference between the House and Senate.
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A Home of

Em

T

and Comfort

1

This charming home of seven rooms
and bath has a most inviting appearance. The large living room and library span the width of the house.
book
There is a real fireplace, built-icases, and deep chimney coiner seats.
All the rooms are large and exceptionally well lighted. A brief
study of the floor plan will hardly
fail to impress you with the loomy
comfortableness of this Long-Be-

m

Agricultural Relief Measures.
Governor W. P. G. Harding of the
Federal Reserve Board advocates a
E
u.i-- i
p j
bill authorizing the War Finance Corhome.
poration to advance $50,000,000 to
the Federal Reserve Banks to be
We invite you to call and examine
loaned on live stock paper. He be
plans and get estimates of cost
cur
emergonv
lieves that the financial
'1?1C1
this
deigns.
or other Long-Bel- l
for
which menaced the cour.try miring
1!20 has definitely passed, but that
agriculture, particularly the live stock
industry, should be afforded better
credit facilities. Live stock paper
LONG-BEL- L
running not longer than six months
i
m the
now olgible for
Federal Kererve Banks; loans on
Costs No More To Build
Right."
arc
feeding and fattening cattle
therefore more easily obtained than
Telephone No. 15
W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.
the longer time loans for breeding
recalves.
"The
young
cattle and
serves of the Federal Reserve Banks
are nearly 40 per cent higher that a
year ago and there is no apprehension
onlay night.
regarding the ability of the banks to indorsed the rates decided upon by June 23rd, 8:00 p. m.
Mr. Chas. Adams of Union County
Pleasant Hill community is plannmeet the requirements of both agri the committee at the meetinn May
dis- is assisting with these meetings.
ing on a big meeting at their regular
culture and industry, says xne r co- - 31st. In addition to this they
In all the meetings of the past week meeting time next Tuesday evening.
cussed the matter of rates for har'ral Reserve Board.
vesting with the combine. They de the information and assistance of the Committ-e- s
Banking
from Locust Grove coin- The Senate Committee on
and Currency is now considering a cided on $4.50 per acre for harvest Farm Bureau Work given by Mr.j munity have been invited to meet
resolution (S. J. 20) introduced by ing, threshing and putting the grain Adams was greatly appreciated. His with Pleasant Hill at this meet tig for
Senator Thomas Sterling of South in the bin, or $4.00 for putting the assistance is proving to be the means discussing problems of mutual inter
of helping to get greater results.
est.
Dakota, which would afford the relief grain in the wagon.
proposed by Gov, Harding. It also
PACING G. WASHINGTON
The Bellview Farm Bureau locality
Due to the heavy rain the attend
has been discussed by the Senate Ag-- l
ricultural Bloc. The measure would ance at the meeting at Hollene on will hold a big meeting on next FriHe had been fishing with no luck.
day night. Everyone interested in
mnke $100,000,000 available for last Friday was email.
On his way home he entered a fish
in
proFarm
Bureau
of
the
part
work
that
marketing
and
the
orderly
more
county is urged to be present. Mr. market and accosted the clerk.
A committee meeting of much induction of farm products during the
"John," he said, "just stand over
years. The terest was held at Bellview last Fri- Chas, Adt! ..s will address the meeting
next three and one-haat
that side of the store and throw mo
they
and
expecting
are
the
other
speakers
day
afternoon.
from
money would be derived
of importance at this meeting. The five of your biggest trout,
profits of the Federal Reserve Bunks
"Throw them? What's the big
during 1020, 1021 and 1022. The
The following schedule of Farm main subjects for discussion will be
idea?"
ending
profits from the six months
Bureau meetings are being conducted operation for harvesting and hauling
"Just so I can tell the fnmily I
and marketing grain.
June SO, 1921, were about $40,000,-- this week:
caught
them. I may be a poor fisherwould
loaned
be
!
000. This money
Prairie Flower, Dint. 16, Monday,
man but I'm no liar."
through the medium of the Federal June 20th, 8:00 p. m.
ine membership cimmittees are
Deep Lake, Dist. 28, Tuesday, June now active in Claud, St. Vrain and
Farm Loan Board; the local Federnl
JUDGE FOR YOURSELF
West Chapel communities and will re
Land Bank as agent of the Govern 21st, 1:30 p. m.
ment would purchase the paper based
Prairie View, Dist. 14, Tuesday, port their membership from these
"Coin' to the show at the Opery
communities next week.
upon staple agricultural products or June 23rd, 8:00 p. m.
House t'night, Josh?"
4
Concord, Dist. 45, Thursday, June
live stock. The Sterling measure pro
"Don't know, Hi. What's on?"
There was a large attendance at
poses nine months' loans on agricul- 23rd, 1:30 p. m.
"Nothing much, I cal'late. They
tural products and two year loans on
Prairie Valley, Dist. 26, Thursday, the meeting at West Chapel last Sat call it th' 'Sea Nymphs.' "
live stock, with no loan of more than
$5,000 to any individual or corpora
tion, and a 6"( interest rate.
xgxoxoi
mtsamm
The House Committee on Banking
and Currency will begin hearings on
bills,
Juno 7th on the
which would increase the interest rn'e
on farm loan bonds so that they niny
be more easily sold. The measures
increase the interest rate which may
be charged to 5 per cent, but do not
The
increase it to the borrower.
A bank whose steady growth could only be attrilmtcd to its
business of the Federal Farm Loan
system would hnve to be conducted
sensible and safe methods of banking.
of
as low as
on a smnllcr margin
1 per cent.
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The Western Elevator Company
Texico

Clo

"Watch Us Grow"
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Curtis-Nelso-

FOR 13 YEARS
RELIABLE

n

SENSIBLE

SAFE

j

RESPECTFUL
REASONABLE
REE USE OF CHAPEL

PRIVATE AMBULANCE
'.gic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.
Phone

zil

JOHNSON BROS.
Night Phono 239

Report of Farm Bureau Election.
The Farm Bureau reorganization
committee met and counted the ballots in the final election for officers
and for executive committee of the
Farm Bureau Monday afternoon. The
fillowing officers were elected for the
Farm Bureau:
President, J. A. Wallace, Clovis.
Vice President, E. Witherspoon,

SOUND

SECURE
Strong as the Strongest

Bellview.

Secretary, A. L. Dickey, Clovis,
Executive Committee. R. A. Car
ter, Grady; Robert Hall, Bellview,
J. W. Manning, Hollene; John F.
Smithson, Grady.
The Grady community held a
meeting on last Saturday and took up
the matter of harvest wages. They

The Citizen's Bank of Clovis
"THE FARMERS FRIEND"

.
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FROM REMOTEST

PARTS OF GLOBE

COME to CLOVIS j

t

f

Big Rodeo, Auto Races, Grand Ball !

i

Ample purses given away as prizes f

I Big'Wlliimpian"
Don't Miss

Parade

Big Days

It--Two

Under Auspices
I

Dean Lucas Post No. 25
AMERICAN LEGION

i!

The ladies of the Outlook Club met
at Mrs. W. M. Kreitzberg's and en
CLAUD NOTES
joyed both a business and a sociul
afternoon. The annual election was
held with the following results: Pres
(Dcluycd from last week.)
ident, Mrs. 0. E. Pattison,
s vice president, Mrs. S. M. Pipkin, reMiss Mabft Westfall visited in
elected; Secretary, Mrs. Everett Johnlast week.
son; treasurer, Miss Edna Palmateer;
Miss Lola Kreitzber;r was home
chairman of ways and means comfrom Pleasant Hill.
ever the week-enmittee, Mrs. John Westfall, with helpMr. Clyde Hopson of Clovis was the
ers, Mrs. S. L. Bennett and Mrs. W.
Kreitzberg.
Mr.
Nell
Sunday truest of
M. Kreitzberg, all
Miss Edna Palmatecr is driving a
The officers of the social comnew car. which her father recently
mittee will be elected next meeting,
purchased.
Miss Unice Johnson is studying which will be held at Mrs. Everett
t'iiiltn imli.i Mr. Wnltnr Sm'lh of Johnson's Wednesday afternoon, June
22nd.
I'leasunt Hill.
Is there a bride in the neighborMisses Edna and Elsie Palmatecr
are taking painting lessons of a Clovis hood, or isn't there?
Mr. Horace Bell is getting along
teacher.
Miss Berta Bennett w- -s the Sunday with his Injured arm as well as could
be expected.
Itiiest of Miss Lola Kreitzberg.
There was a meeting of the Farm
Masters Sidney and Gale Pipkin are
.
...... ,.u if. Bureau at Claud Tuesday evening.
i
...i
t.ext Sunday they can attend Sun- -' Mr. Adams of Union County gave an
I interesting
and instructive talk.
day school again.
Mr. Hollinger talked and exhibited
The family or Kv. ragcr nas
from northern Indiana, where pictures and slides which were
A local farm
by all present.
thev spent the winter, and the young
bureau was organized here, and a
people attended college.
Mr. and Mis. Willis Westfall of 100'', membership is wanted. Messrs.
guests of Mr. S. L. Bennett and Sam Pipkin were
Clovis were week-enand Mrs. John West full. Other Sun-la- placed on the membership committee.
Mrs. John Westfall may leave this
guests were Mr .and Mrs. C. H.
week for a visit with her aged mother
Westfall and Mr. and Mrs. 0. E.
in Iowa.
and family.

The ingredients from which the
ci'.ebruted medicine Tunlac is made,
come from remote sections of the
earth, and are transported thousands
of miles over land and sea to the
great Tanlac Laboratories at Dayton,
Ohio, and Walkersville, Canada.
The Alps, Appenines, Pyrenees,
Russian-AsiBrazil, West Indies,
Rocky Mountains, Asia Minor, Persia,
India, Mexico, Columbia and Peru are
among the far away points from
which the principal properties of this
remarkable preparation are obtained.
What is said to be the largest pharmaceutical laboratory in the United
States hat been completed at Dayton,
Ohio, for the manufacture of Tanlac
which, according to recent reports, is
now having the largest sale of any
medicine of its kind in the world;
over 20,000,000 buttles having been
sold in six years.
The new plant occupies 60,000
square feet of floor space and has a
duily capacity of 50,000 bottles.
Uniform quality is guaranteed by a
series of careful inspections by expert
chemists from the time the roots,
herbs, bark and flowers are received
in their rough stale from all parts of
the globe until their medicinal prop
erties have been extracted by the
most approved processes. The finished medicine is then bottled, tabled and
shipped out to tens of thousands of
druggists throughtout
the United
States and Canada to supply a de- mand never before equalled by this,
(Adv.)
medicine.
or any oth-;-
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GLASSES and CLASSES
have a distinct relation to each other. Very often it is
defective vision with the resultant Inability to study and
concentrate which causes poor standing in school and out.
that YOUR eyea are right,- An examination may
prove an "eyeopener," and mean much to your success,
comfort and happiness. If you do not need glasses you
will be told so gladly. If you do, we can fit you accurately
and becomingly In a pair of "Quality Beyond Question,"
Shur-oneither eye glasses or spectacles.
KNOW

s,

Phon

194 for an Appointment.

THE OPTICAL SHOP
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We now write fire, lightninf . and tornado insurance on business houses, stocks of goods, dv ings, farm houses, automobiles, threshing machines and live stock.

If everyone stopped to figure just how cheap they could

.

carry insurance, no one would carry their own risk against fire.
f
cent per day for each $100.00
Do you know that less that
insurance pays the bill on either city residence or farm dwelling
houses and less than one cent per day for $100.00 pays the insur-

m

one-hal-

ance on brick buildings or stocks of goods in same? Can you
ford to do without insurance at this price?

af-

We do not expect to write all the insurance in Clovis by any
means. We do hope to get some of it and EVERY LITTLE BIT
HELPS and our motto in writing insurance will be, the same we
use in our loan and real 3tate business PROMPT SERVICE.
Talk to us about your next insurance policy, farm loan or
real estate deal.
YOURS FOR SERVICE

Union Mortgage Co
his wife, J. B. Herrin and
Cora Herrin, his wife, H. B.
Markham and May Markham, his
wife, and J. N. Gasaway, are defendants, said suit being numbered 1795
on the Civil Docket of said Court, and
that Rowells & Reese, whose business
and post office address is Clovis, New
Mexico, are attorneys for the plaintiff In said suit.
You and each of you will further
lake notice that the general objects of
said action are as follows,
That the plaintiff prays for an order
of Court cancelling, satisfying and
of record a certain real
estate mortgage which is recorded in
Book 2, Page 270, of the Records of
Mortgages of Curry County, New
Mexico, ami made by J. B. Herrin as
Grantor, to J. N. Gasaway, to secure
a note for the sum of $155.7.'!, dated
and covering the North
west Quarter of Section Seven, Township Seven North, Range Thirty-SiEast of the New Mexico Principa
Meridian, Curry County, New Mexico,
and that plaintiff's claim and title
to said lands be quieted and set at
rest, and that said defendants and
each of them have no right, valid
claim or title therein, and that plaintiff's title to said lands is valid and
perfect, and that said defendants and
each of them be perpetually barred
and enjoined from setting up or asserting any title or interest in said
land and premises adverse to the
plaintiff. And that the Court decree
that Charles V. Woods and C. V.
Woods is one and the same person.
You will further take notice that
unless you and each of you appear,
answer or otherwise plead in said
cause on or before the 22nd day of
August, 1921, that the allegations set
forth in the plaintiff's complaint will
be taken as true and confessed and
the plaintiff will apply to the Court
for and will take judgment by default
against you and each of you, and will
apply to the Court for the relief as
prayed for In the complaint filed
herein.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said Court this 18th day of June, A.
D. 1921.
DANIEL BOONE,
(SEAL)
Clerk of
County Clerk and
the District Court of Curry Cnut ty,
State of New Mexico.
By Nell Hays, Deputy

rarrish,
Willie

"Oh, yes, sir," she answered. "I
know e verything that's in it."
"Ah, how splendid. Suppose you
tell me some of those wonderful
things."
"Sister's beau's piioto is in it, and
ma's recipe for vanishing cream, and
a lock tf my hnir they cut off when
I was a baby, and the ticket for pa's
watch. They're all in it."

for a whole winter

my back was so
lame and weak, I could hardly get
about. I hope I never get to feeling
like that ngain. I often got so dizzy
I nearly fell over and my kidneys
were in a bod way, too, being weak
and inactive. Specks floated before
my eyes and blurred
my sight I
bought Doan's Kidney Pills from the
Southwestern Drug Co., and three
boxes cured me of the trouble. Anyone suffering from disordered kidTHAT BAD BACK
neys should try Doan's Kidney Pills
Do you have a dull, steady ache in for they are a great medicine."
the small of the back sharp, stabCOc at all dealers.
bing twinges when stooping or lifting Co., Mfrs., Buffalo N. V.
iu
distressing urinary disorders? For
lad hack and weakened kidneys CloBUT NOT RATTLED
vis residents recommend Donn's KidBessie
"Did you notice that Rusney Pills. Ask your neighbor. Read
sell came to the ball grounds in his
this Clovis statement.
Mrs. 0. I.. Love, 205 S. Wallace flivver today?"
Percy "That accounts for his
St., says: "A few years ago I had
an attack of kidney complaint and pitching such a rattling good game.
Foster-Mflbur-
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NOTICE OF SUIT.
In the District Court of Curry
County, State of New Mexico.
J. N. Brown, Plaintiff, vs. Charles
V. Woods, ("sometimes known and
called C. V. Woods") and' M. C.
Woods, his wife, F. M. Parrish and
Emma Parrish, his wife, J. B. Herrin
and Willis Cora Herrin, his wife, H.
B. Markham, and May Markham, his
wife, and J. N. Gassaway, Defendants. No. 1795.
The State of New Mexico, to the
above named defendants Charles V.
Woods, ("sometimes known ns C. V.
Woods") and M. C. Woods, his wife,
F. M. Parrish and Emma Parrish, his
wife. J. B. Herrin and Willie Cora
Herrin, his wife, H. B. Markham and
May Markham, his wife, and J. N.
Gasaway, Greeting:
Yo'i and each of you will hereby
take notice that a c.it has been filed
and is now pending in the District
Court of Curry County, State of New
Mexico, in which J. N. Brown is plaintiff, and you the said Charles V.
Woods, ("sometimes known and called Z. V. V. oods"), and M. C. Woods,
his wife, F. M. Parrish and Emma
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TANLAC ELEMENTS COME FROM
MANY
LANDS
FAR AWAY
FROM HERE.

July 4th and 5th I
fFREE! MSSSSt FREE!
;
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WHERE THE BEST CLASSES ARE MADE

Are You Satisfied With j
Your Eating Place?
(letting stiiiicthiii: pxul to eat is a problem but f
it will be more easily solved it you will try tlie JN w
I
WHITE KOSK CAFE in tlie Croft JJmldmg on
(I rand Avenue.

Good Cooking
Everything Clean
Reasonable Prices
Wc ask for your business on these three arguments. Give s a trial.
REGULAR MEALS 50c

io

ALL IN THE GOOD

BOOK

So you attend Sunday school and
you know your Bible well?" asked a
minister of a proud little girl.

White Rose Cafe!
Croft Bldg.

Grand Ave.

Vht Lujvi3
work.

Boys' and Girls'
Club Corner
By Mrs. Edna Hume Durand
County Club Leader

J

j

$

444

Curry County

H a has enrolled 100 members
pened the work in seven com- -

Pure-bre- d
MoKir.ley
cult and pig
clubs havi been organised.
Quay At Lloyd the cooking club
served 84 dishes of lunch to 34 mem- bers at fie per dish.
Sun Juan Twelve boys and girls
have formed a pig club. The members are raising the pigs on shares.
Union One community held a
meeting for making organdy hats.
Seven huts were cut out and almost
finished,
Thirty-on- e
rug rugs were woven in

!

Boys and Girls: The
Club books close July 1st. If you have
been planning to enroll or if you have

nrolled and have not been able to

continue the work write to the County Club 'Agent before June 30th.

NEWS, THURSDAY, JUNE 23, 1921.

GRAND AVE.

A. B. Austin & Co.

AND
MITCHELL ST.

"The Price

Service

May.

Club Leaders: If there are any in
Mr. E. L. Kempf, vice piesident of
your group who will not be able to
the Local Leader Association, wus an
comnlete the work th
'
..;
caller Saturday,
notify the C , ub Agent at once hoi office
Josi(, ttnd N(.tti(! gh!rwuod of the
mm me enrollment lists may oe re- Shiloh group have made very attractivised accordingly.
ve sewing baskets. The foundation
size)
is a fruit basket (the
Other Countiet.
velvet and pink and blue silk crepe.
Bernalillo Eight boys arc compel Little pockets on the inside for tape
tog for the 100 in Prizes given by m,.nsure. thimble, etc.. and a black
the Albuquerque Morning Journal for velvet strap for arm band, completes
the best garden.
be
B work basket that any girl should
The sewing clubs are organized at Hbe to copy with good results.
Armijo and Barton.
Colfax Mr. John H. Porter has.
Simpson
Misses Elva and Pearl
been appointed as County Club Agent CHl,.d t the office Saturday In corn-MPorter resigned as a county su- - pany with their father. Tliey
in an Oklahoma county ,., the arrival of sixteen
to take up this work and his ability youngsters in their pig family. Their
to meet and work with the rural Bilts were brought in from Texas
youth especially qualifies him for the, ist vl,al. ,md while Pearl was not old
enough to complete in club work,
she li'Vu.ed to keep her record and
care for her pig, and is a member of
the breeder's class this year.

'

Is

the Thing"

GRAND AVE.
AND
MITCHELL ST.

Quality

amd

two-qua- rt

FOE EIGHTEEN YEARS THIS FIRM HAS BEEN SERVING THE PEOPLE OF EASTERN
NEW MEXICO WITH SOME OF THE NECESSITIES OF LIFE, ENDEAVORING AT ALL
TIMES TO GIVE YOU FULL VALUE FOR EVERY DOLLAR THAT YOU SPEND WITH US.
DURING THIS TIME WE HAVE ENDEAVORED TO KEEP PACE WITH THE CHANGES BEING BROUGHT ABOUT BY CHANGED CONDITIONS. AS A RESULT WE CHANGED OUR
SYSTEM OF BUSINESS IN TE EARLY PART OF THIS YEAR BY ADOPTING THE MODERN
DELIVERY NO
METHOD OF EXCHANGING MERCHANDISE-N- O
CAPABLE
THE
TO CONDUCT HER HOME IN A
ASSISTING
HOUSEWIFE
THUS
WASTE,
ALL
BUSINESS-LIKWAY. WE BELIEVE
MANNER INSTEAD OF THE OLD HAREM-SCARETHAT TIME WILL SHOW THAT THIS METHOD IS THE RIGHT METHOD, AND SOLICIT
YOUR BUSINESS ON THIS BASIS.

I
,

j

CREDIT-ELIMINA-

r.

well-bre-

E

d

Disc Rolling

Lathe Work
General Blacksmithing
Cylinders

Satisfaction

Re-Bore-

(IRANI) AVE.

The meeting at Havener Thurs- AND
day was well attended. Everyone in
MITCHELL ST.
the group is very interested and working hard' to make their first year really count for club effort.
Laura Winn was elected chairman
to conduct general club meetings and
KBD
at each meeting part of the time will
.
be devoted to parliamentary practice.
Wade of Locust Grove
The boys held a special session
lub nad his records for May.
lt
tlv home of Lcland and Dwight
M doinJ
Arthur am) hs chkkem
ley Saturday afternoon at .1:00 for
good club work.
the purpose of going over the records
and Htudying business methods.
e
Garden members Watch for
beetle. He is very fond of
All but one wire present at the
mustard, radishes, etc. Begin early
Locust Grove meeting Friduy. There
with a spray of either of the follow- are enough members in the cooking ing:
Miss Milclub to make it standard.
1 pound
Arsenate of lead paste
dred Hugler has consented to super-vi- e
Fish oil soup (as a sticker). .1 pound
the work of this group and all are
10 gallons
and water
The cooking club
very interested.
or
will meet the 24th and both clubs
Powdered lead arsenate. 2',-i pounds
.

d

m

Guaranteed

cab-lmi-

Kentucky Iron Works
Burton

&

313

Boydstun, Props

West Otero

TING

i

--

will cook.

GRAND AVE.

A. B. Austin & Co.
"The Price

Is

AND
MITCHELL ST.

the Thing '

50 gallons him now.

Several attended the singing conpound
Thero was an interesting meeting vention at Hollene Sunday.
Get the under side of the leaves as of the farm
Mr. and Mrs. John Russell were
bureau Thursday night
A sprayer
well coated as possible.
cullers ut Mr. Bart .Osborne's Sunday
at (he school house.
to
help
with elbow extension will
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Randol visited afternoon.
reach all parts of the plant.
at Mr. Owens Sunday.
Cross Eyed Jane.
J. M. Hagler, Leonard Johnson and
Howard LaDuke will study the stock
judging with the idea of cpmpeting
this fall. Mrs. LaDuke will assist the
team and conduct the classes.
-The Local Leader reports arc due
m.m tm
ik
iw n
v mm m.
i
If you do
in the office June 2."th.
not have a blank form send in the
number of members you have enrolled, the number working and the
meetings held in June.
Water

Soup

1

Hrii

.

VSw'-'ir I

--

Mm

HOLLENE HAPPENINGS

MP

FOR THE MAN

.

ALL THE LATEST

AT REDUCED PRICES

SUITS,

SHOES,

HATS,

SOCKS,

CAPS,

COLLARS,

SHIRTS,
TIES,

UNDERWEAR

GLOVES,

PAJAMAS,

HANDKERCHIEFS,

EVERYTHING.

TROUSERS,

OPPORTUNITY
THIS SALE IS A BIG MONEY-SAVINFOR YOU. DON'T FAIL TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT.

mwm
PHONE?258
J

tvV-V

The sing Jig convention at Hollene
whs a great success, and there were
:)7." cars and about 20H0 people there,
Mr. E. B. Stith huilt a fence for'
M
ti. k, tin, fMw, Hurt r,f lhi Wop!;
Mr. John Foster und wife wiit to!
Clovis last week to hear Mr. H. S.
Mobley's lecture on the value of

See Our Display Windows
For Prices On
READY-TO-WEA-

'.'ii-- -

mm.'

M

M

m

Am

W

w

sf"

is.

Will Be Continued Till July 2nd
EVERYTHING

ft

triiA

mm

The man who waits for buihling mattTial
to slacken, for prices to rece(le,vvill lose much
in profits and possibly pay even Miore in the end.
(h;-rna-

There is profit in building. Otherwise
people would not build. With all prices
high the profit remains. Why wait?

dairying to the farmers.
Mr, J. L. Young bus returned from
Roswelk where he has been visiting:
his son who is in the U. S. hospital
and who is getting along as well as
can be expected.
Mr. Claud and Miss Ella Oslorn
of New Hope, Arkansas, are here
visiting their uncle, O, H. Osborn.
Mr. I. A. Mctculf and family went!
to Portales Saturday and returned!
Monday.
Miss Vita Hill of Texico is here
visiting her sister, Mrs. Manning.
Mr. A. P. Lofton nnd Mr. W. H.
Clark went to Clovis Monday.
Mr. Rose nnd children took a load
of wheat to Friona Monday.
Miss Goldie Foster called on Miss
Moye Clark Monday.
Miss Flo Cameron spent a few
hours visit with Miss Goldie Foster
Sunday evening.
Rev. A. W. Cameron filled his ap
pointment here Sunday night.
The Wilson children from Okla
homa city are expected this week to
visit with friends and relatives.
The Sadies.

It is our earnest advise that you build now
that you come to us for your estimates.

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.
Telephone 23

Clovis, New Mexico

Dodge Brothers Cars
Traffic Trucks
Waterloo Boy Tractors

LOCUST GROVE LOCALS

Well every one is busy In this neck
of the woods. Nearly all planimg is
done and quite a few are cultivating
Everything is growing, even the grass
burrs and the crab grass.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Williams visited at Mr. R. N. Hagler's Sunday.
Mr. T. J. Randol and family visited
at Mr. Bnrt Osborne's Sunday.
Messrs. Arthur Curry and Will
Williams are helping Orman Landon
finish planting this week.
A pretty good shower of rain fell
Monday evening.
Mrs. Ebb Randol visited her mother
Mrs. Bell, Saturdayinight.
There was an ice cream social at
Mr.Randol's Saturday night, attended
by several neighbors.
Mr. Campbell's son Is here visiting

Skarda Motor Co.
I

SONS GRAIN COMPANY
Implements, Coal and Grain

LANE

Si

Our Motto:
"The Price Is The Thing"
See us before you sell
S. W. LANE, Manager

THE CL0V1S NF.V?.
CLOVIS NEWS.

LET; OUT
i
I

I

may have been hnd by the application
of a quid ' of cecou, a .plniiK. yielding
nnesthetlc substances which grows In
Peru.
"But the worn thing about headaches Is that they recur, so the ancient people, not deterred by one
submitted themselves' to the operation spaln and again. A few ancient skulls reveal five cruel openings,
all of which had healed. The patient
had survived them all.
"The equipment of the primitive surgeon was meager,
His knowledge of
cleanliness was not keen. If he possessed a rough flint knife, a semper,
a few leaves of cocoa plant mid a
piece of coarse cloth to hind the
A mossy
wound, he waa content
bank out In the woods served bliu for
an operating table."
FOR AMERICANS IN WAR AREA

DEKOII

TO CARRY

"SI-TH-

THURSDAY. JUNE

DIAMONDS. BY AIR

'

"

Ancients Had Cruel Methods of
Relieving Headaches.

Mining Company In Bslglan Congo
May Use Planea for Transpor. .
tation of Gems.
London. Aerlnl transport of diamonds Is contemplated In the Belgian
Congo by a mining company in which
American Interests are largely represented, according to African advleee

full-ur-

People 'of Today Would B Apt to
Consider ,th Remedy at Wort
Thin th Disease.

reielved here.
The nilne concerned are at
At
In the Knsal province.
present the Journey by boat along the
KiihuI and Congo rivers between the
mines and Kinshasa, a distance of !)U0
miles, occupies 80 to 40 days. By the
use of airplanes It la expected to accomplish the trip In about two days.
The present output of dlnmonds from
0
the Kssal fields la reported to be
curate a year. Exploitation of
Hostess House to Be Opened at Laon, the fields began In 1008.
France, by American Committee
Sheriff Raids Himself.
far Devastated France.
Franklin, Ky. Sheriff McClanatun
Laos, France. An American hostess made a raid on his own farm arid
house for the convenience of Ame'l-can- s found a whisky booth which had been
plurtnlng to tour the battlefields set np fcy four bootlegger from Tenof the Alsne and the Bonnie will be nessee, just over the line. Sixty
of moonshine were aelaed. The
opened here by the American committee for devastated Prance. For 62 Tennesseana were Ignorant of (he
,
months the munition It will occupy was land's ownership.
the headquarters of the German comNose Dive Restores Hearing.
mand, and It has now been remodeled
Kmporla, Kan. A nose dive in an
for the American traveler.
height of 4.IMX) feet
from the hostess house seclul mo- nlrpl'ine trnm
tor trips under the direction of Amer-Icu- rest owl the heurlng of John Fowler,
chauffeurs will, be arranged to a farmer living near Emporia.
the centers of the American committee
at Solssons, Bleruneourt, Anlsy, Vic

"Headache's are bothersome tilings,"
writes Prof. Hoy L. Moodle of the
University of llliDolt Id the Scleutlllc
Monthly.
"People have been annoyed
by them for a long time, seven, tbou-sand year at least, and probably
longer. We are all quite willing, when
afflicted with a headache, to agree with
the people of the Stone age ,that a
beadache' Is a demon, and we would
be willing to do almoet anything to get
irid of It.

DJoko-Pnnd- n,

200,-00-

"The pain, whether due to a blow
o the bead, Indlfcestloni nervousness
or other cause, certainly reuiinns one
a demon, and it Is readily understood
;tow ancient man should have
ftie Idea of releasing this demon
which waa bothering him. He devised
remedy which certainly was an ef
fective cure for headache, whether the
Urn In
pain was due to
itumor, skull friction or nervousness,
laltliough It nuiKt be admitted Unit his
cure was worHe thnn the puln,
"Primitive man devised his curative
Imeusures as a phase of his rellKioiis
beliefs, hence the cure adopted for
headaches wae performed by a shniuan nnd Coucy.
s
or medicine Bum lu some remote
The hostess bonne Is tienr the
of his region, nod lien the pa
Chemln des Iiames region, which saw
tient remained until completely recov,..nA n ll.u lw.uu
A.l.t. if It.A
"c
ercd. This treatment consisted In open-"J

1

BEGINNING JUNE 24TH, ENDING JULY 9TH

All Suits

fit-'nes-

-

.........
nc nnu..
'relieve the pnlu, or, as the Stone age
men thought, to let out the demon.
"This ancient surgical art, which
'forms the very beginnings of prehls-'torl- c
surgery, seems to huye been developed In the region Just north of
Paris, near the Seine and Olse rivers,
aome seven or eight thousand years
ago. In the dolmens, or burial mounds,
scientists have found the ancient skulls
treanned or ociied to release the
headache demon. No special class of
Individuals seems to have been favored, since the operation wit performed on man, womnn or child, apparently without resMct for either age
icr sex. Its frequency Is attested by
the great number of skulls exhibiting
the surgical openings. In one burial
mound In France yielding' the bones of
120 Individuals more than"' forty showed
thet effects of trepnnnuflon.
"It Is not very pleasant to picture
fhe torture uidergone by the ancient
sufferer at the hands 4if the priest,
who either cut, scraped, or bored the
bone of the skull awny(i with a sbnrp
piece of stone. Some relief from puln

,,,.

of tin
.url..u .,
First, Second and Third armies fought
under General Mungln.
A

Parento Act as Pupil.
Ind. School teachers and

Wabash,

parents

In Wabash know how It Is to
Is?' pupils in the various grades. At
association meetthe Parent-Teacher-

ing held at the Miami building one
Saturday night the member were sent
to the various grade rooms and there
acted as pupils, cutting pictures In
the first' grade 'and advancing to ciphering lessons in the higher grades.
Instruction wns given by the regular
pupils of the school,
Cowboy Ropes Eagle.
Sioux City, lu. Thomas Hale, a
cowboy on a rnnch near Gregory, 8.
I) iptured a live eagle with a lariat.
Hale saw the eagle swoop down an a
calf. Waiting until the bird had eaten Its fill he rode toward It, roped It
and carried the captive home.

The per capita wealth of
the I'nlted Stales has Increased
flM since 1UH, It was anby the Government
nounced
Loan organisation.
It Is estimated that on Feb.
1, 1021, the total wealth of the
;H0t),uO0,0tXi.U(i0.
country wus
This Is an increase of
during, the lust seven
years.
If this wenllh were divided
eiimll.v among the 107,lKHi,iHMi
In the country each
persons
would have $2,800. In 11114 each
would have hnd I2.WM.
The practice of thrift during
lie war was partly resMinsllile
for the Increase, according to
the Loan organisation.

in

HARVE uSI NG
11

Price

2

'

00000000

One lot Trimmed Hats

Belting
Elevator Ropes
Oil Can:
Tools
Forks
water nags Harness
Cup Grease Harvest Bags
Binder Whips
And anything else you need in the
Hardware line

lioborlDoarborno Hardware Company
Your Money Bck If You Want It
Clovis, N.

M.

!

$1.50

'(

'

'

'

to $2.50

Special prices on Flowers, Ribbon, Yard Veiling, Etc..

This Stock Must Go

Come While the Bargains Last

GRISAM0RE& OSBORNE
SHOW U. S. BUILDINGS

SEER NAVY STUDENTS

Notable Display Placed
Salon in Paris.

Marine Corps Is Authorized
Assist in Recuiting.

in

Old

tf

In the wheels, uml found hlin'lf face
to fiice with Deputy ShorllT t'lms. Wild,
lrnte to speeehlestnieMH, one our clipped,

to

Structures Selected by Committee of the Amerl.
can Institute of Architects.

BUtlons Will Accept Enlistments for
Midshlomen at the Annanolis

exhibit of iilmHifc'niplii
I'nrlH.
of a great nuiiilivr of iidtublc huilil-ir-K- "
In the United Stales, public uml
privuM', iv.istlluleH un iiiiiimiiiI feu-lur- e
of the minimi eililhilldli of the
Boeiete ties ArtiMles I' rum iiiri, pt'pu- liirly kniiwu us the Old Nulim. I'lmtu-Kriiph- s
of mure than :Ki exhll.ilf, Iri'iu
Ainei-Kuurehituets
Hie
leadinc
occupy a speihil sectiou In the ts- hlhiUon, u Uilng never before .lone
lu Kruuce,
The Amerlcnu collection wus orituu-- !
Ired hy a coiumlttee appointed by the
American Institute of Anliiiects.
Some of the best known hiilldliiKs
In America ure shown.
There ure a
few models, one cf which Is Uiut of
the Woolworth buildlnis In New York,
which quickly attracts the eye because of Its typical American design.
Numerous public and ofllce buildings In other cities lire shown, such us
the city hull Ht Wnterhury, Conn.: the
evs htiildliiK; the
Detroit Evening
Bell Telephone
huib.liiK ut I'liilu-delphithe I'lilon Trust company
building at Wushlnirton. D. V.; the
Metropolitan hank hullilini: in Minneapolis, nnd Hint of the Kim Nutloiiiil
hunk In Hoston.
I'ublic huildiiiKs ure repicwtited by
photogmidis
of the'
liulldlng lit WsHblliKton, the New York
public library, the Connecticut stute
library uud Supreme court building ut
Hartford, ' Conn.; the Indianapolis
puhUc library. McKlnley birthplace
inemorlul,
the United 8tntes post-otnein New Vork aud Denver and
the state capitals of Wisconsin aud
Missouri.
Hie ecclesiastical architecture Is
represented by photographs of the
Chapel of the (iitercessloB aud tbe
reredos of Ht. TJiomus' church, both
in New York; the chupel at West
(Vrngregatloual
I'olnt;
the First
church at Riverside, Oil., ami HL
Catherine's church of Huston,
Several buildings ut Wt'sley, Harvard and I'rloi'rtnn. are among the
educational buiUllngs,
American
arcltecture Is further
Illustrated by phVitographs of the buildings of the Centhry, Harvard and University clubs nfi.New' York ; the Country club of
the University
club of Chicago., several hotels and
(heaters and t.vpWk American stores
and manufacturing puddings are rep

between
the uifCH of el'liieeii mid nineteen
.xeiiiH, with uiiiliitioiis to hoi'i'lne
ut the I'nlted Slates Naval
imiileiiiy, now will lie accepted for
i.ll iiiariue corps recrultlnii

300

'
resented.
Soluble American
re' portrayed. .

residences also
,'

'

'

Ills pntrts torn, one eye slljilitly nisHlied
In nnd holdlnc iMie wrist In the other
blind.
Wild proceeded In nrrest Honrlch.
The ense was taken Into .1 ant Ice
Wood's court. Men rich ploiuled IPlllty
to a cluirp' of Intoxlcntloii and reck- lens dilvliiK mm wus nneu

Academy,

An

Oil

'

All our summer stock of Millinery Goods on sale at HALF PRICE
One lot of Shapes
,
$1.00 to $2.50

j

Harvest time is at hand and we can supply
you with your hardware needs, such as

Phone 221

1--

'

Photographs

iiaW

Dresses

Everything on sale is marked down HALF, and many of
these items are marked far below cost.
"
One lot of Voile Blouses, regular $d.00 values, now ". 98c'.
One Lot Fancy Blouses
HALF PRICE,
Gloves
Silk
All
:
HALF PRICE
..:
Closing out on Kiddies Garments, Everything
HALF PRICE
One Lot Gingham Dresses, soiled, regular $3, $4 and $6
values, now offered at
$1.75
1
All Purses and Fancy Brassiers
HALF PRICE
And Many Other Bargains Come in and See Them

Nation's Per Capita
Wealth Now $2,800

The Curry County Chapter of the
American Red Cross wants to see yoo
if you aia in need of hospital care,
vocational training or compensation
from the government. Office hours,
Monday and Friday of each week at
the Clovia News Office.
News Classified Ads bring results.

top

Price

2

One Lot $25.00 Suits, $8.00

I

1

1--

gal'-In-

n

n

lTHT

S3".

VnKhlii(!ton.

LATIN IS FOUNDATION OF ALL

YoiitiKHters

Although

Language, Oregon
You Find It
Wherever You Turn.
a Dead

Professor Asserts

t In is a living force in dally life
and ull other studies are In
(Hie htindled enllKted men lire apdebt to it." snys I'rof. F. 8.
pointed to the Naval Hiiiileiny each Dunn, dead of the department of
II
iMinpellttve
eMiiiiiliatinl
jii.r, lifter
Lutln In the University of Oregon, In
;.,V(.n e,Hw, m,n (lf
,e luvy
a bulletin which' be hus written for
,mr1P crps. They must mil be more the Latin teachers In the. high schools
,
)an WWJ. ywrH (lf ufv () AirU
and colleges of Oregon.
, (,wr(, ,0
o
y(,(ir
elller mid
"The tcactier,nhe says, "must read
(n uf wnlT ,
umM )l(V
English from out the Latin and Latin
.. . wir ,.v Allua, ln of
m, ......
from out the ICngllsli ; must see geomeAdhering to Its policy of rewiirdiug
try, biology and physics In Caesar;
meritorious members of its enlisted must conjure legal phrases and doc- personnel wllh couiiuiKslous. the uialor.g prencrlptlons from Cicero's or- rlne corps will open an officers' trainHons; must flush Hie 'Idyls of the
ing school In or near Washington this King' aud Turudlse Lest and Toe
summer to till over a hundred vacan-- ' Faery Queen' across the pages of Vh
It's in tl e coiniiilssloiied pet'scniiel of gll ; must liquid every paragraph with
'he corps.
l he
lioinni.ee languages and Latin
Inning the war more thnn WKI en-- . America and the Philippines; must
ted men vere coiaiiiK;i iled in this see Koine In the clock dial, In Ihe
.i.itnli) and France. The hit.icnt
piece, lu n decliiiil fraction, Iff
nnk so far attained by a'n enlisted
the almanac, In the days of tile week,
man who received his commission ns in the Sunday liturgy. In Oregon's
service is seal, In ihc'oiauihiis bill, In the ultia reward for meriloiloux
Unit of a iH'tiior i olonel.
matum to Turkey, In un aeronaut or. a
The order recently Issued by t lie
uhniiirlne: .lu tyntttmm or 'In Arimajor general cci.imaniiaiit specllles zona; in Cincinnati or In Olytnpla; In
hut no uniicnmmiis!onc(l olllcer will Lucy or In Uus; In patrimony or matbe considered for mieh nnvanceiaeiil
rimony or alimony, it mutters not
who nhail have t.ad Jcks than one which, for It is all Latin, anyway, and
navy
or
army,
lu
the
year's service
everywhere you turn."
marine corps, of which not less than
six months shall have been in the marine corps. Only men between the

SllllilillH.

,,

-

I

i

ages of

twenty-on-

uud

e

twenty-seve-

years will be considered.

Smallest Wiirih N. J.
Contains Only 55 Words

RUNS OVER SHERIFF; $10 FINE
Hears

Voice Under Car,
Finds Deputy Sheriff Speechlese
With Rage.

Motorist

'

Bnbylon, U I. "Ho, there! You've
mn over the sheriff!" called a voice
from under Hie car of (Icorge Meiirlch
as be switched It to the side of the
street In l.lndeiihurNt.
He looked out to see whence came
Ihe voice, mid discovered a pair of
legs extending front beneath his car.
"Riant your soul

!

Don t run over me

again!" said the voice that evidently
belonged to the bigs,
from his car nnd
He descended
assisted the person from entanglement

New York. The smallest will
ever filed In the office of the
Surrogate of Essex County,
New Jersey, Is thut of W.
Makepeace of 181) Summit a v.,
Montcluir, which bus Just been
It was
admitted to rohute.
written on a sheet of note
paper, wrinkled and stained, '
measuring ubout six by three
It Is also one of the '
inches.
Hied In the county,'
ever
sliortest
words. Mr.
containing fifty-fivMakepeace, who died March 27,,
all
his property,,
bHiueiited
valued ut about J1VM), to his
wife.

NEW,

THei

M. E.
and specif
administrator
of the
SUNDAY SCHOOL SOCIAL estate of Effie M. Wismiller, deceasWEST CHAPEL SAYINGS
ed, ktf ttlA
PrnhnfA Pnlirf mf Pnrm
"
T
...
"
"
Oi
'
oihuo uigumzauon, A.i
iiass no. t nasi pnunHj Mw Mvl.
new lis regular ousiness and social
AU pergoni naving or hodinI ,ny
Our boys went to Melrose Saturday sessions, and a very good spirit iat claim again. said estates, or either
nd gave the Melrose boy a little snown in all meetings. This class of them are required to file the same
practice playing ball. But we lost being properly known as the "young with the County Clerk of Mid county
gain on account of "Well you peopws
Class, is a gooa leaoer in,
la oresent the same within the
our Sunday School, and is found to time required by law, or the same will
know."
The Fapti bureau meeting at Weat always be awake in every sense.
be barred.
Special effort has been started in
Chapel Saturday night was well atDated at Clovis, New Mexico, this
tended, the house being crowded, regard to funds for Armenian Relief 4th day of June, 1921.
work.
and several were on the outside.
J. C. NELSON.
The class adopted as its motto,
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Kitchens, Mr.
1
Administrator,
nd Mrs. Rierson and Walter Landis "Sieze every opportunity for good,
were visiting Mr. and Mrs. Lewis This is a wisely chosen one.
DON'T FORGET.
The last regular meeting was with
Sunday.
we are headquarters for all
That
Mrs. Durand, our County Club Miss Mabel Hartshorn. All delight
Leader, failed to come out the night fully enjoyed the excellent music and kinds of field and garden seeds.
Just in a fine lot 3 early seed
of the 18th. Was sorry that she could a very delicious course of refresh
potatoes, Texas Red rust proof oata
ments.
not be with us.
On Tuesday night, the 21st. the that have been recleaned, home grown
Mr. S. S. Alcorn and famllv left
Iowa Silver Mine seed corn.
Thursday for Plovdada. Texas, to baici
"et w'1" Mr- - " Ml
Chick and chicken feed. Expect a
some
chatof
time
After
a
tone week or ten days. They are
ting and pleasant conversation, the supply of oyster shell, grit and char
visitlnor relative,
th.t
Uncle Jay Simmons and wife called. business session under the direction coal.
our president THE WILL H. PATISON SEED CO.
on' Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Calloway of the
Old Mexico Commission House.
being absent,
8unday.
'
ses
Immediately
the
business
after
Alton' Hardin spent Sunday witli
NOTICE OF SALc
lion, all were entertained by Mrs.
Lewio Chapman.
Notice is hereby given that by virB.' H. Davis has been hauling grain Vinyard, who performed at the piano.
Then came a very much enjoyed tue of a final judgment entered by the
Melrose the past week.
ice District Court of Curry County, New
"
We understand that the plan to course of "good old
Dot-so- n
Mexico, on the 6th day of June, 1921,
Mrs,
served
by
and
cream
cake,
Consolidate West Chapel, Prairie Valand Miss Nellie McElroy as host- in Cause No. 1761, in favor of Hatley
ley and Echols Hill schools failed to
esses. Those present were; Mr, and & Hatley, plaintiffs, against Julia
go through for some reason.
R. D. Chapman and brother. Louis. Mrs. W. W. Vinyard, Mr, and Mrs. Gonzalas, defendant, therein, for the
Obcrs Hartshorne, and sum of $429.10, with interest therein
went to Melrose the first of the week!F- L- Misses Anna at six per cent per annum, and all
Lawrence
Overstreet,
after a new header and forge lumber
atLuther Walder spent Sunday even- Burton, Mabel Hartshorn and Nellie costs of suit and foreclosing the
McElroy. Several of the class were tachment lien in said cause against
ing with his brother, Will.
the following described property,
Dwight Davis was in our njidst absent.
One bay horse, two years old,
The class adjourned to meet with
Sunday.
buggy and one set of leathone
W. Vinyard on TuesMr.
Mrs.
W.
and
Peter Pan.
er harness,
day night, July 5th.
A guest.
and ordering same to be sold by the
While the folks in many cities are
sheriff of this county to satisfy said
preparing to set their clocks ahead
news-gatThe
to save daylight, some men are said erer who reported "several million judgment, I will on the 9th day of
to be going to set theirs back so as people idle and looking for work" is July, 1921, at the front door of the
to get in more moonshine. Kiowa drawing on his imigination. They are Court House in Clovis, New Mexico,
at 2:00 o'clock p. m., offer for sale
(Colo.) Divide Review.
idle.
merely
(Okla.) and sell to the highest bidder for cash
McAlister,
Guardian.
the above described property.
Try a C'ovis Newn Classified Ad.
S. D. DEAN,
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
Sheriff of Curry County, N. M
OF ADMINISTRATOR
WONDER
OBITUARY
In the Probate Court of Curry
(or kidney and bladder troubles, gravel, weak and lame back, rheumatism County, New Mexico.
William Lewis Augustus died June
nd Irregularities of the kidneys and
In the mater of the estates of W. 2, 1921, buried at Clovis cemetery
bladdor in both men and women. If Wismiller, deceased, and Effie M. June 3rd. He was twenty-thre- e
years
lot sold by your druggist will be sent Wismiller, deceased.
of age and was born at Paducah, Ky.
oy mail on receipt of $1.25.
Public notice is hereby given that The deceased had been blind since he
One
mall bottte often cures. Send for the undersigned, J. C. Nelson, was, on was nine years of age and his death
sworn testimonials.
Dr. E. W. Hall, the 3rd day of June, 1921, duly ap- was caused from epilepsy. Mr. Au
2926 Olive it., St. Louis, Mo. Sold pointed administrator de bonis non of gustus was a son of Mrs. W. E,
by druggists.
the estate of W. Wismiller, deceased, Shofner.
TEXICO-FARWEL-

THURSDAY, JUNE 23, 1921.
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home-made-
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Dtn,

h

TEXAS

TO THE TRUCK OWNERS:

We are trying hard to give Clovis a good baseball team, and
to date, we have been doing very well. We have won 11 out of 18
games played, which is a trifle better than
It takes money
to run a ball club, just as it requires money to run anything else.

60.

A good ball team advertises and benefits your town directly
and indirectly, just the same as other organizations. Clovis has
a live Chamber of Commerce, doing splendid work. Many people
contribute to the support of the Chamber of Commerce, vho take
no active part in it, leaving the actual work to be done by those
most interested.
Clovis has a band

that is famous all over this section of the
country. When our neighboring towns think of a band they think
of the good band we have in Clovis. The result is advertising for
Clovis. It has cost a lot of money to keep this band going, and
many people have contributed toward its support who have never
played a note, but they wanted to help Clovis and a good band is
a wonderful thing, so they gave their money, leaving the actual
work to someone else.
Clovis has several fine churches, built mostly by public subscription. This is as it should be, for no community can thrive
wthout churches. Many people have helped to make the building of these churches possible by their contributions. People who
do not go to church regularly, if at all, and have no religious affiliations, give their money cheerfully, that churches may be
built. These people also contribute to the Preacher's salary.
Preachers they never hear and seldom see.
Clovis is holding a big revival that is doing a lot of good, and
many people who have not been to a single service have contributed toward its support, because they are convinced that much
good will come and they want to help.
Clovi3 has, and will continue to have a good county fair.

AT LAST WE HAVE SOMETHING FOR
YOU IN TRUCK CASINGS.

m

f

This

fair is made possible by the contributions of men who have no
direct interest in farming, but they are interested in Clovis and
Curry County, so they put up their money and let those directly

interested do the work.

And so it is with the ball team. We neither hope nor expect
every one to be interested in baseball, but we do want you to
admit that it will keep your town before the public and we hope
that you are willing to pay something towadrs its support. Any
kind of baseball costs some money, and good baseball costs more
money, and we want the kind of a team that we can all be proud of.
We do not expect to win all of the games. We don't want to win
all of the games, but we do want the team that beats us to know
that they have been to a ball game.

PRICES REDUCED
On

the Best Casing today

United States

Nobby Cord:

34x41--

34x5
35x5
36x6
38x7
40x8

2

Nobby Cord,

Nobby Cord,
Nobby Cord,

Old Price $ 68.30,
"
"
84.90,
"
"
84.90,

New Price $ 57.65
"
"
75.00
"
"
71.40

Nobby Cord,

"

"

110.40,

"

Nobby Cord,

"

"

156.15,

"

Nobby Cord,

"

"

201.15,

"

"
"
"

94.95
126.50
162.95

Many of our people are contributing a monthly sum to the

support of the baseball team, and we want everyone who is willing
to help, to do so.

If you are willing to give so much a month it will assist us
materially. If you care to make a contribution outright, we will
be mighty glad to get it.
Even if it's only a dollar we can use it. If enough of you
will give a dollar apiece, we can do the things we would like to do.
Send or bring your money to J. C. Nelson, Vice President of
the Clovis National Bank, who is treasurer of the Baseball Club.
Yours for a bigger Clovis and a better Baseball Club.

We also handle Goodyear Truck Casings,
the best casing on the market today. New
prices will follow on Goodyear.

0,

Clovio Base Ball Club

Q

We are at your service,

.

NEW STATE AUTO COMPANY
Clovis, New Mexico

h
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THE CI.0V13
ORDINANCE No. 146
am OPniNANCE PROVIDING FOR THE ISSUANCE OP PAVING
&ONDS BY THE CITY OF CLOVIS. NEW MEXICO. TO BE EXCHANGED
OF ASSIGNABLE CERTIFICATES, WHICH
r OP A LIKE AMOUNT
aAVt riEIJN OR WILL BE ISSUED TO THE CONTRACTOR CON- -

TiiiicTrx;

4t KEET
flLE

pwing improvements in portions

GRAND AVENUE, MUNKOE AVENUE, (.IDD1NG
STREET AND OTERO AVENUE, IN SAID CITY.

main
ofSTREET,

NEW.

TfClfCHEl

urn
--

i n

nr

MSI, Wralvre

Other

n

l

XT'

TIM twffN a

v

It

?"

mn

DODGE BROTHI

Newapapr L'Blun.)

shall taks patlenca, courag

to

their heart and hand
WHEREAS, The City of Clovis, fn the County of Curry and State of
,
Prom thy hand and thy heart and thy
improving
paving
and
for
the
proceedings
taken
heretofore
has
Mcxfco,
brave cheer,
New
And tiod'a grace fructify through thee
of certain parts of Main Street, Grand Avenue, Munroe Avenue, Gidding
-- B. B. Browning.
with
to all.
in
said
all
accordance
city,
in
Avenue,
Otero
and
Street
Pile
Street
the statutes providing therefor, and
WHEREAS, in response to the notice to contractors to submit bids
GREENS.
SPRINGTIME
for the furnishing of materials and the performance of work necessary
lor the construction of said improvements, a proposition was submitted
There are uo more appetizing,
to the city by the New Mexico Construction Oumpany, under which
substances
and
convenient
in
centum
eight
accept
per
bonds
the said company agreed to
grown man tne eany
denominations at par, on the prices named in their proposal for furnishing
spring greens, and every
wouw
mer ai and nertormmg tne worn, rnuyiuiu, mat in city
family should Indulge aa
assignaoie
ftrrec to make all collections or principal and interest on all tne
freely
as possible In
1 Ttrtificates issued,
and to pay such principal and interest to such bank
mivht he designated bv said comnanv on the day and date due; and
them. The piquant api
WHEREAS, upon due and careful consideration of said proposition,
petizing water cress may
t iha fi)v Cniinoil found and determined that it would be ereatlv to the
be found early along
?
profit and advantage of the city, and to the property owners to be
streams and running
proposition
for the
iI dmihI for said improvements, to acceDt the said
brooks. Dandelion greens
pnnfttllictprl
OOKt
.......
A
CnillH
Smaller
Bnirl
ho
tmnfnvwmonta
lit
kti
ihu
. .. . .
.
....
-- . itflfi'iia
w.k may be procured In ala
definite
property
would
have
said
owners
'! to the property owners, that the
any
of ground ; pepper grass
plot
most
installments
and
the
oayment
assessment!
their
nlHce
of
the
nd
for
t;w
so
thereof, that wch a plan would provide for one central collecting and and mustard should be sown eaj-l? disbursing agency, and that the city and the said property owner, thereof
that It may be used with lettuce as
would receive more for marketable bonds issued in convenient denominations salad. Spinach, chard and sorrel, as
' than for assignable certificates issued in odd denominations; and
well as other weed plants, are all
WHEREAS, on the 12th day of March, A. D. 1921, the city by wholesome cooked for greens.
resolution accepted the proposal of the said New Mexico Construction
A platter of lamb chops garnished
Company, and on the 22nd day of March, A. D. 1821, entered into a
creas
!
contract with said company for the construction of said improvements with a generous border of water
f in compliance with their proposal and the consideration therein and here- - may be eaten with only a sprinkling
of Mil It
;'
in mentioned.
NOW, THEREFORE, In consideration of all the matters and things
lianilellon greens found under leaves
hevr'n mentioned and heretofore done and performed,
or pieces of wood are white, tender
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF and espeejally delicious dressed with
CLOVIS:
oil and vlncuur with a bit ot
1.
That all of the proceedings heretofore hnd, taken, done olive
chopped onion.
or performed in connection with the street improvements described and
I
i ordered hv resolutions adopted on the 21st day nf February, A. D. 1921, The tender young onions (the multiand the 12th dny of March, A. D. 1921. be and the same are herehy in pliers), are the earliest, full of nilnerul
J
salts and vituuilnes needed to tone up
nil respects ratified, approved and confirmed.
f
Section 2. Thut the city of Clovis be and it is hereby authorized and tlw system.
i:
u,ni.nvii.ri.l to receive, collect and enforce the nayment of all the assess.
The poke In the South, the .milkweed
c
mints made fur the said improvements and all installments thereof and stullts. Just us they appear, make uiosl
i all interest thereon, in the same manner and at the fame time or times delicious eating; fnr asparagus lovers
!
as the owner or owners iT tne ats gnaino eercircnies issued to imy uie the milkweed makes a dish which will
,...ct nf until imnrnveine'nts mieht receive, collect or enforce the said
I
very similar to It.
payments, and to pay and disburse such payments, the installments thereof appeal, for It Is
j
lawk mid wild imiHiurd make very
anil the interest thereon, to any person or persons lawfully entitled thereto.
Section 3. That the treasurer of the city of Clovis be and he is hereby i;nod conked greens, while the sheep
aiithnr!-inml emnowered. and it shall be his duty to receive and collect sorrel, so common In Held and pasture,
i
all assessments levied to pay the costs of said improvements, the installments la another.
thereof and the interest thereon, at the times and , in the manner heretofore
I'nr a simple lettuce salad there is
specified, and to pay and disburse such payments-- to the person or persons no dressing which can take the place
lawfully entitled to receive the same, in accordance with the laws of the of the French dressing ; hut one which
S'ate of .New Mexico and all ordinances and resolution? of sn d city hereto- has the French dreeing for a basis
fore and hereby adopted. All moneys received shall be placed in a separate with other highly seusoned vegetables
fund to be designated "Prving Fund." and shall be used for the purpose
will make u pleasant variety such as:
the iirinciunl and the interest on the paving bonds hereinafter
of
Springtime Salad. Arrange u salad
mentioned, and for no other purpose vh"toevr
crisp green
Section 4. That if the owner of any parcel of land assessed for the howl with
sa d improvements shall be delinquent In the payment of any avsewment, water cress; sprinkle over It three or
installment or interest due, it shall be the duty of the city treasurer to more tahlesMioiifuls of finely minced
notify such owner in writing Mint such delinquency exists, and that, if green onions, stems and all. Garnish
the amount due is not paid within thirty days after the date f the sa d with thickly sliced red radishes awl
notice, the r.infter will he refer:' d to the city attormy for collection and serve whb a
French
foreclosure.
.
with the wilud. The
passed
dressing
specified
next
in
as
the
due
payment"
payment
or
5.
the
If
Sect in
dandelion
preceding secern is or are net pa'd within the stated time, 't shall be 'he blanched leaves of early
duty rf the city tr amn-- to refer the mntW to the city attorney, whose may be used In place of the water
immed'atc du'v it shall be to enforce and collect the amount due, together cress, making s most attractive and
with nil costs ami oenalties, hv foreclosure, or in any manner which is tasty salad.
i.nw nr which mnv he tivovided bv law.
Section 0. tf any property shi II he offered for sale for the nonpay
To remove stains from furnitiire,
ment of any assessment, installment tnereoi or interest merrun, aim n
rw.rvnne (hull hifl fnr sn ill nronertv. 'hen the citv of Clovis shall
first remove varnish, then apply oxhave the power, and it shall he its duty, to bid for said nronerty and to
said
the
to
deeds
any
certificates
name
cornorate
alic acid one teaspoonful to one pint
receive
fir
in
its
take and
property, and to sell or dispose of said property for tne oenei.i oi tne of water. If this bleaches the wood
f lha mrvinir hnniU hereinafter snecified.
too much the color may be brought
Section 7. That the citv of Clovis he. and it is hereby, authorized and
empowered to issue in the name of the city, paving bonds payable on or back by rubbing with weak nmonia
befnre ten years from the date thereof, the pr.ncipal and interest of wBich
,
shall be paid selel;' and exclusively from the revenues derived from the
Hssesment mad for the improvements herein specified, the said
4
.
nnvimr hi, ml. chull hear interest nt the rate of cieht per centum per annum.
and fhull be in the denomination of five hundred
nvable
dollar each, and the principal thereof and the interest thereon shaN be
nivablo in lawful money of the United States of America, with New ork
Exchange, at the office of the city treasurer. Said bonds shall be s.gned
by 'he Mayor of the city of Clovir, shall be countersigned by the city
.
sealed with the miiI of the city and attested hy the city c)?rV.
The ni,l bonds shall have attached thereto twenty coupons ev dencmg
(C intirest thereon, which counons shall he srrned hy the facrf
repr"'Wit
shiill
so
when
executed
simile signature of the citv treasurer, tird
interurt on the bonds to which they are attached.
the
Section R. The sniil puving bonds ami the cnumn.' to he attached
K
thereto, h;ill be in substantially the following form,
itlm-ulatlii-R

Announce a

Substantial Reduction
in the
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Prices on their Cars
Effective June Eightk

Skama Motor
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NOTICE OF SUIT

j

To the defendants, W. F. Faulk and
N'ora Faulk:
You will hereby take notice that a,
wit has been filed and is now pending
n the District Court of Curry County,
!ew Mexico, in which H. G. Spring-- '
and C. F. Wells are plaintiffs,
and in which you the said W. F. Faulk
and N'oia Faulk, his wife, together,
with R. L. Thomas, L. M. Wood and
defendants, said
F. Sellers,
cause being numbered 1787 on the
Docket of said Court,
You will further take notice that
the objects of said suit as stated In ;
the first cause of action, are as ioi- lows: To recover judgment against
of
sum
in the
raid defendants
Jil.fi97.50 and the further sum of

and
fee
as attorney
$180.75
costs of suit on account of a certain
rrommifsory note executed by C. J

..'

Irea-U'er-

UNITKD STATES OF AMFR1CA
STATE OK NEW MEXICO.
CITY OF CI OVlS
PAVING BOND

MM)

....

(

,,'Si-

W.'V

J

1921.

t
2.

-

DANIEL BOONE,
County Clcrfc.

(SEAL)

MANY COMBINES

John F. Smithson says that sovcier-tec- n
combine harvester and tfutsb-in- g
machines have been brought into
the Grady country to harvest and
thresh this year's big grain crop.

rew'ts

News- Classified Ads bring

MEN!.
The Curry County Chapter of tW
American Red Cross wants to see yos
if you are in need of hospital rartv
vocational training or compenwttirna-frothe government. Office hourtv
Monday and Friday of each week at
the Clovis News Office.

You will further take not'ee thnt
you enter your appearance in
;iid suit, or plead or answer therein,
nn or before tne J4tn ouy ot diny,

Garments from which soap i
are easily scorched in

,Ai

$CV.T1

ThVoiu nf rh.v's In the countv of Currv and state of Nc Mexico.
for vr.he re e ved hereby promises to pay the bearer hereof, the sum of
A. D. 19.., with
riiiy of
f ve hundred dollars on the
Interest thereon from date until pi yment at the rate of eight per centum per
days of
on the
in each year; both principal and interest being
payablV in lawful money of the United States of Amer.ca, with New York
Exchange, at the office' of the city treasurer, upon presentation and surrender of this bond, or of the annexed coupons, as they severally become

ael

t:

1..

iv

5500.00

No.

1921, judgment by default will W
rendered against you in the sum hot- -.
inbiforc nunied, and said mortjragss'
and lien will be foreclosed, and plain
tiffs will apply to the court for tLss
relief prayed for in said compliant.
In witness whereof, I have heroot-t- o
set my hand and affixed the
of said court, this the 1st day of Jimty

iiiles

Fcim-annui-

t:

Hurford and Cora Huiford on the
11th day of September, 1920, for the
sum of $1500.00 payable to the order
of said plaintiffs, due on or before
the 11th day of March, 1921, bearing
interest at the rate of ten per cent
per annum from date until paid, the
payment of which said note was
sumed by said defendants,
t0 foreclose a cer'tnin mortgage
executed by the said C. J. Hurford
Bj Coin Hurford, his wife, convey-J- .
jng the following described real estate
3jtiiHte in Curry County, New "M
The
ico, to Becure said note,
gg y 0f Section 17, in Twp. 3, N.,
Rnnge 26, E.
T m.over from faij defendants
of S30 00 Daill bv niaintiffa
to cover Bn inKtailment of principal
and interest due on a certain mort- gage given by L. B. Haxey and Bepsie
Maxey, his wife, to the Federal Land
Bank of Wichita, Kansas, conveying
aid real estate, the payment of which
snid amount was aetumed by said de- fendants.
That Pntton & Hatch, whose pot
ff'ce and business addrers is Clovis,
New Mexico, are attorneys for

W)

-

X

annum payable
8n()

to

AT

kit

41118

The said city reserves the option to redeem this bond at any time
before maturity, by paying therefor its par value and accrued interest.
Th;s bond is issued n exchange for a like amount of assignable
certificates representing the cost of paving and Improving certain sfeit
and ayennes in sa'"' ' tv, in full conformity with the constitution and laws
of the stnte cf N'"v Mexico and the ordinances and resolutions of said city
duly rdcipted ar.d approved prior to the issue hereof.
T!rs bond in payable lolelv out of a special fund designated the
Clov's Ptving Fund, containing the receipts derived by the city from
for snid improvements. And ,t is heuby
special Btsesmrnt levied to
certified and recited that for 'he payment of 'h;s bond the city of Clovi;
nhliiriiiiun what soever, except for the creation of iud Prviri
...nm...
I'und the collection and enforcement uf all special assessments levied to
pay for said improvements, the denosit in snid fund of ail receipts derived
from said special assessments, mid the payment of this bond'out of such
provided hv ilie ordinance under which this bond
receipts in the lsnin-e- r
And it is further certified and recited that nil requirements
is issued
of iaw have been fullv complied with by the officers of said c:ty in the
istue of this bond ami the assignable certificates for which it was exchanged,nn( 4l,ot nil Y.rnc- vl (TB An d thintrs with reference to making said imnwiveivents. to the f.xing of the assessment lien against the property im
lihkllitv nirninut the ownur thereof, hnve be?n
i. mi nerfnrnied. and that for the payment of this bond and the
Interest thereon, the city pledges all of its lawful corporate powprs.corpor
caused its
im TrsTiMONY WHEREOF, the citv of Clovis has enhacrihpn
.
t
ft. mmtnvu, onu thia hnnit 4a ha
- ihp
- hv
ate seali to ioe nereio
mayor, attested by its cHy clerk and countersigned by its city treasurer,
and the interest coupons hereto attached to be signed by the facsimile
dny or.
of the city treasurer, as of this
U'
Mayor

"THE SACE HEN"
Sublime Epic of Mother Love. Petite
Special Feature-They called her "The Sage Hen."
Lonely away from everyone she
lived with her child. She took no
one into her confidence, and therefore
became an object of suspicion. They
looked on her as an unclean thing mid
thev cast her out. For the second
time her mother heart suffered. Arid,
as her soul was seared, so will your

rv

Here is a drama like
Its tune is played on
your feelings, Its melody is mother
Its a surging symphony of
love.
sympathy for a mother's soul stand
ing stark and glorious against the
hard shelled morals or nanow minded
n'en and women. Also showing BUS
TER KEATON in "NEIGHBORS"
Mutt
two reels of fun and action.
and Jeff Cartoon. At the Lyceum
isatuntay n.gnt, June oin.
Try to get in.

soul be lifted,
mighty music,

4

n

Colot-a4e.

ATTEST-

-

COUNTERS

-

.City Clerk.
City

Treasurer.

,
A. D. 19
"'"On'tiie"."
day of
the city of Clovis, New Mexico, will pay the bearer
at
exchange,
dollars, in lawful money of the United States, with New York
not
the office of the city treasurer, out of the Clovis Paving Fund, and
otherwise, being six m flth' interest on its Paving Bond No
, 1921, issued for the purpose of payAlliei
ing the'cosVof "naving nr.d improving certain streets and alleys in said c.ty,
provided, that the bond.to which this coupon is attached shall not have been
heretofore paid in accordance with the terms thereof.
.C.ty Treasurer
(Facsimile Signature)
exeSection 9. That when the said paving bonds are prepared and
cuted, they Bhall be exchanged for a like amount of assignable certificates
k, i.aueri tn the pontracter constructing aid im
I..! v...
provements, and the said pav ng bunds and the interest thereon shall be
paid and dischaiged in the manner and at the times specified herein. Ihe

i

r-

as

Reduced RoradTvip Tickets'
to ticye Rational PlavGrouns
on sale J mile 1 "to Sept?iabev3a
tore the amca tiytycavaP

CcTLcvado

SatitaFe Set vice ay mua
it the time to vtxx
you vacation
let
nto help yon. Write

Ko--

Cl OCT the Dcati
Path tfiloradoSuniuMr

-

--

"

j

.

o

Cal

11

assignable certificates received in exchange for itaid paving bonds shall be
retained ny tne city treasurer tor tne purpose oi enaorsinjf pavmenis inrreun;
nnd when' said ass'grnhle certificates have been pnid in full, the proper
officers of said city shall dischaige and release the lien and liability created
by the issuance of said ass!gnab e certificates.
Section 10. The said caving bonds shall be paid and discharged in
numerical order, commencing with number One, and when the city treasurer
has fiimla nn hnnl in sniil mivini? if und sufficient to dbv the principal of
anv of said tiavino- bonds, he shiill notify the f'rm of SiHlo. Simons, Fels
& 'Company, 6f Denver, Colorado, by written notice through the United
States mails, postage Drenaid, designating the bends to be paid, and thirty
days after said not'ee is given, the interest en said paving bonds shall cease
Section 11. All ordinances cr resolutions or raits thereof, in con
flict with the nrovisions of this otrlinanec. are hereby repealed. Aftef
this ordinance rhal! be and remain irrepeal
able until said bonds and the interest thereon shall be fully paid, satisf ed
and discharged as herein provided.
Section 12. This ordinance is hereby declared to be an emergency
'herefore, immediatelv
measure on the ground of urgent public need,
of sa d
unon its final passage, shall be recorded In the book oi d
mvor,
citv kept for that purpose, authenticated by the signatures c.
and the city clerk, shall be published in The Clovis News, the official
paper of said city, and shall be in full force and effect five days after such
publication.
Passed, adopted, signed and approved, this 20th day of June, A. D.
1921.
Joe C. McClelland, Mayor.
(SEAL)
E. Tagadcr, City Clerk.
ATTLST:

k

d

For particulars as to train tervtcer
W. H. Bowman,
farce, etc.,
or writ

lntK

v
Vi-c-

r
all luc way
w

a

i

Uarvev taealr

T. B. GALLAHER
ASST. CEN. PASS. AGENT.
TEXAS.
AMARILLO,

.
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YOU WILL WANT A NEW DRESS FOR JULY 4th CELEBRATION

t
X

:

Petticoats and

Silk Dresses

:

Bloomers Reduced

HALF PRICE

"X

2

4

t
.

Gingham Dresses
20

Urey Canton Crepes, Sport
Wonderful assortment of the
( icorettes in
the light
Silks,
newest colors in heavy Jersey-summer shades, Taffetas and
Silk.
Satins.
$17.50 Petticoats
$13.50
$34.50
$W.00 Dresses
$13.00 Petticoats
$12.00
$29.50
$10.00 Petticoats
$8.00 $50.00 Dresses
....$27.50
$8.50 Petticoats
$7.00 $55.00 Dresses
$7.50 Petticoats
$24.50
$6.00 $4!).00 Dresses
$6.50 Petticoats
$5.00 $45.00 Dresses
.1
.$22.50
$5.00 Petticoats
$4.00 $.'55.00 Dresses ....
$17.50
$:M.0O
A splendid k
Dresses ....
$15.00
Jersey Petticoat will he sold for
$2.98 $'.'5.00 Dresses
$12.50
$22.50 Dresses ....
$11.25
X

....

all-sil-

..

3

Ladies Suits
2
Price

house only a few days. The
Voiles and Organdies all go at
20
Discount.

.

Special price

White Skirtings

3

Half Price

3A.

Beautiful quality in white
i
l .
t
i
i
hro- tjanoruines, m seir plaids,
fades and plain, all go at
PRICE

x

3

TM

Organdy Dresses

ONE-HAL-

F

Men's Suits

.

DISCOUNT

3313

Dewkist Silk, Fancy Baronet
Satin, Plaid Uoshauaro Crepe,
Black Canton Crepe, and the
plaid and stripe wool skirts all

For Children
2 to 0 year sizes.
10 to 14 year sizes

Blouses

DISCOUNT

uw

Shirts

93c

J

Shirts
Shirts
Shirts
Shirts

$1.35

t

$2.40

Shirts
Shirts

$5.50 Shirts
$6.00 Shirts
$6.50 Shirts

$2.80

I

$3.20
$2.60
$4.00
$4.40
$4.75
$5.20
$5.60
$5.95
$6.35
$6.75
$7.95

J
J
J
J

HOME FROM GEORGIA

W. W. Bonder, who I ves northeast
J. W. Wilkinson returned the first
Clovis, died Tuesday night ut th- of the week from a several week's
Raplist Hospital of typhoid fever. Ha stay in Georgia. Mrs. Wilkinson and
survived Ly Irs wife and sesoral little son stopped at Canyon for a
short visit with relatives there before
sJtildu'ii.
returning home. Mr. Wilkinson says
the old South is in poor financial condition and many people have lost
money during the readjustment.
He
SINGING CONVENTION
says it seems irood to Bet back to
Clovis for conditions here are so much
better than elsewhere, in fuct, Mr.
The Curry County Singing Con- - Wilkinson snys that iu all his travels
y
ft'ntion met at Hollcne the third
he did not run across a town as good
in June.
There was a large at- as Clovis.
tendance and the singing was enjoyed
all. A dinner was spread and cn- - F. S. BURNS WILL
. ;yod by all who were present.
OPEN REAL ESTATE OFFIEC
The forenoon was spi'iit iri class
F. S. Burns has opened an office in
nngs, and specials by th Texico
the Lyceum Theatre building with
IJunrtet cluss.
Optical Shop. Mr. Burns will do
Our president, Prof Taylor, was the
general
a
real estate business and in
ck and could not be with us in the
life, health, ac
forenoon. But we were glad to have addition will write
He is
auto
cident,
and
insurance.
fcijn with us in the afternoon.
The
experienced in the lines he will handle
c
Oovis Quartet gave some special
and will no doubt do a good business,
which was enjoyed by all.
The convention has suggested that
Try a Classified Ad for results.
,iieh member wear his badge of last Phone ut. No. 97.
tnvcntion to the coming convention
?ia August. Color of badges of No.
43!, white, and of No. 14, pink.
Regular Communication,
The Convention adjourned at 4:00
A. F. & A. M.
.t'flock to meet again the third Sun-H- y
Every-vod- y
Neit Tuesday Night
in August at Bellview.
P. A. La Shier. Secretary
come.
Reporter,

trf

The VVondsrs

of Amsrica

-

Sun--kx-

yf

'

sing-urty-

T

$1.25
$1.65
$3.00
$3.50
$4.00
$4.50
$5.00

OOPS

P5)

i

go in this sale at

j

HALF PRICE
Do not forget that we have a
White Batiste
good looking assortment
of
75e Batiste, 40 inch
50c
Overhlouses in Georgette, Crepe
$1.00 Batiste, 40 inch
75c NEW FIGURED VOILES ALL de Chine, and Canton Crepe in
$1.50 Batiste,, 4.) inch ....$1.00
GO AT 331a?;. DISCOUNT
all colors.

DIED TUESDAY

Our entire stock of Dress Shirts
of the well known Eagle brand, J
and other good makes of Silk, j
Silk Fibre, Madras aud Percale J

Our entire stock of Men's Suits
in all the latest styles, fabric and $7.00 Shirts
t
colors go in this sale. Some of $7.50 Shirts
these suits have just come In 8.00 Shirts
from the, House of Kuppeu-heiine- r. $8.50 Shirts
$10.00 Shirts
$18.50 Suits
$15.00 $11.00 Shirts
$8.75
$20.00 Suits
$16.00
t
$22.50 Suits
$18.50
$25.00 Suits
Men's Felt Hats
.$19.95
$27.50 Suits
.$21.95
In all the newest shapes aud t
$30.00 Suits
.$24.95
shapes, go in
$32.50 Suits
.$25.00 colors, and staple
I
$35.00 Suits
.$27.95 thiss'ilcat
$37.50 Suits
.$30.00 $1.00 Hats
$3.00
$40.00 Suits
.$31.95 $4.50 Hats
$3.50 I
$42.50 Suits
.$34.00
10.00 Hats
$8.00
$45.00 Suits
.$35.95 $11.00' Hats
$8.83
Suits
$18.00
.$38.50 $12.50 Hats
$10.00
t
$50.00 Suits
.$39.95 $13.50 Hats
$10.80 X
$52.50 Suits
$42.00 $14.00 Hats
Suits
$55.00
$45.00 $15.(H) Hats
.$12.00

go in tfiis sale.

1

1

20

3
3

$5.00

$28.00
$20.00
$14.80
$12.00
$10.80
$10.00
$3.00
$5.20

Sport Silk Skirts and
Plaid Wool Skirts

One lot of Voile and Organdy
dresses, values up to $25.00

Mostly sizes 40 to 42.

All of our Boys' Suits, iu sizes
from 6 to 18, in the latest'styles,
go in this sale at
$5.00
$6.00 Suits
$7.50 Suits
$6.00
$9.00 Suits
$7.20
$8.75
$11.00 Suits
$12.00 Suits
$9.60
$9.75
$12.50 Suits .
$13.50 Suits
$10.80
$14.00 Suits
$11.20
$15.00 Suits
$11.95

Beautiful new Gingham Dresses,
some of them have heen in the

1--

-

DISCOUNT

$35.00 Dresses
$25.00 Dresses
$18.50 Dresses
$15.00 Dresses
$13.50 Dresses
$12.50 Dresses
$10.00 Dresses
$(.50 Dresses

Men's Dress Shirts

Boy's Suits

Life, Accident, Health,
Ants Insurance

'

Notary, Rentals,
Legal Papers

NO DEAL TOO BIG, NO BUSINESS TOO SMALL

By T. T. MAXEY

THE CATHEDRAL OF 8T. JOHN,
THE DIVINE.
corner stone of this icrcat
house of worship, which
crowns Murnlngxhle Heights In New

TI1K

York city, wag laid on December 27,
1S02. This ehurili was designed
to
be the largest and most costly church
edifice In America and the fourth largest In the world, St. Peters at Rome
and the cathedrals at Seville, Spain
and Mllnn, Italy, only being larger.
It will lie over 000 feet long and Its
greatest width 3(H) feet. The total
cost will exceed SlO.noo.nnn. and although It has been under construe Ion
years, no
for more than twenty-si- x
one can now say when It will be completed.
The architecture Is of the French
gothlc style. The plans for the great
orguh call for 7,000 pipes and a chime.
The crypt will seat 500 and the altar
la to contain 150,000 pieces of mosaic
glass. It will contain seven chapels
of tongues: St. Martin of Tours or
Huguenot chapel, representing th
French rite; St. James or Spanish
representing the Monarablc
chapel,
rite; St. Amhroze, representing the
Italian rite; St. Saviour, representing
the Oriental rite ; St. Cnlumha or Scots
chapel, representing th Rrltlsh rite;
St Bonlfneo or Holland chnpel, repres
senting the Oermiin rite, and St.
or Swedish chapel, representing
the Scandinavian rite. There Is to be
pulpit with a
also nn open-ai- r
In
spire and ornamentation

got'ilc structures.
Donations, large and small, have
come from every conceivable source
and direction, to assist In the erection
of that which Is to he America's greatest cathedral n cathedral for the people In Amerlcn's greatest city.

PLANTS KOK SALE Sweet pota
Mrs. R. E. Bouehelle, 100 South FOR SALE Gong
steol
toes, cabbage and tomatoes, 50c per Rcncher Street, teacher of painting,
Kalamazoo range, like new. 103
100 delivered. W. A. Davidson, box china, oil and Water colors. Firing iN'i.rih Thornton.
ltp
644, Clovis, N. M., six blocks north a specialty.
Picture
for sale.
of Ozark Trails monument.
Nipc f it hens for sale. Will dress
Lluin if desired, Delivery anywhere
FOR RENT Five room house, mod I WILL PAY top rental price for a in the city. Golden Rule Produce
modern furnished house on any- Company. Phone 84.
ern, block and a half from Main on
East Grand Ave.: S.'iO per month. thing from two rooms up with private
Nice fat hens for sale. Will dress
Will be vacated on 15th or 1st. See bath. Family of three. A. H. Perry,
J. T. Reed at T. J. White, S. Main Chamber of Commerce or Antlers them if desired. Delivery anywhere
in the city.
Golden Rule Produce
Hotel,
Street.
Company. Phone 84.
FOR RENT
appartmunts at HOG OWNERS 1 am buying and
600 E. Grand.
shipping hogs and will buy heavy TO TRADE Section of good farm
land (140 acres. In 1915 this land
hogs as well as lighter weights. See
WANTED TO RENT Modern five mo
at Ramey and W lkinsnn's office had a value of $7.50 per acre, today
room house any time within next
or write T. W. Stricklin, Box 82, it is worth $12.50 and it will increase
thirty days. Phone 97 or 130-at the same ratio in the future. Will
Clovis, N. M.
trade for Clovis residence or business
FOR RENT Bed rooms, modern,
If the flo'ir is Sunlight, the bread property. Milton Brcwn at Kemp
steam heat, close in, gentleman pre will be righ,t.
Lumber Co.
He
Mrs. W. H. Shumate, 420
ferrcd.
W. MuriToe, phone 225.
THE CLOVIS FLORAL CO. Cut WANTED Girl or young woman to
do general housework. 402 East
flowers, garden plants, etc. Corner
Farmers, we go anywhere.
Call
Washington and Wallace and 311 N. Munroe.
us. Phone 429. Admiral Welding Sheldon. Phone 335.
FOR RENT Two good sleeping
Shop.
FOR RENT Light housekeeping rooms. Apply at 219 North Gidding
FOR SALE 5 room modern house,
rooms, bath, hot and cold water. Street.
lt
good garage and outbuilding at 120 N. Wallace
FOR SALE One of the best section
210 N. Mcrriwether. Inquire at 420
of land In Parmer County, located
FOR RENT Five room house, modWest Monroe or phone 225.
8 li.iles from Fripna.
Price $20.00
ern, block and a half from Main on
FOR RENT One room house, with Grand Ave.; $:i() per month. Will be per acre, $3,000 cash and balance in
or without furniture. 125 South vacated on 15th or 1st. See J. T. Reed nine eiual payments, due I to 9 years
at 6','r. If in the market for cheap
Rois or phone 157.
at T. J. White, S. Main St.
farm land see us.
M..A. Crum,
one furnished
FOR RENT June
'
Texas.
FOR SALE 1918 model Ford Tour
Garage.
room' adjoining bath.
steer
ing Car. Oversize
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Phone 410 or 445.
One New
ing wheel, Hasler shock absorbers,
Perfection
service. Cut
Try our
oil stove with
foot acccilerator, new speedometer,
e
oven, one wood tub, vacuum
ting and welding. Admiral Welding 2 new extra tires, good mechanical
type washing machine in good condiShop.
Will sell at a bargain. tion. F. M.
condition.
Groves, Ranchvalo.
ltp
FOR SALE Seven room house and See Shorty Merrill, Taylor Tire &
Battery
Co.
F.
M. GROVES about changing
ltc SEE
six lots in beat residence part of
your cook tove to n oil tove. ltp
Clovis. A. B. Wagner.
Traffic
FOR SALE One two-to- n
Truck) ha bed and cb, in good FOR RENT
black but w
Our coal business
house near
hop. Inquire at 311 North Sheltreat you white. Lane & Son Grain condition. Would consider part trade,
don, or phone 335.
H. H. Bruner, Melrose. N. M.
Oj.
lte
e

Frl-en- a,

lt.

anti-the-

FS. BURNS

53

REAL ESTATE AND LOANS
194

COMMANDERY

at Masonic Hall
4
Second and Fourth Friday
night of each month.
at 8:00 O'clock.
All Sir Knights residing in
4
this Jurisdiction are invited.
P. A. LaShler, Recorder.
Will be held

Lyceum Theatre Building

Hone

Regular Meeting

ClOVIS

Clovis, N. M.

ft

two-hol-

1

Two-roo-

